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The ·Liberty Boys and the "Wild Cat"
OR, TAMING A BAD ·TORY
B y HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER 1.-The Stone House at the CrossRoads.
There was a good deal of trnuble in Westchester, that great neutral ground of the Revolution.
The Cowboys had been raiding the outlying districts, and the Tories were ready to give aid to
the redcoats and harass the patriots all they could.
Delaney's Loya li sts harl appeared and we1·e giving the patriots a deal of trouble, and no one
knew at what time th~ 1·edcoats might make a
raid from the river, e~rything being in a state
of feverish excitement and no oue knowing ·what
would happen next. It was a pleasant day in the
early autumn, and two boys in ordinary attire
were seated in the tap-room of a wayside tavern,
not far from the Croton river, eating bread and
cheese.
"No one knows us here, Dick," said one of the
boys in a low tone, "but there does not seem to
be anything going on."
"Not so far, Bob," returned the other, who was
Dick Slater, the captain of the Liberty Boys.
"But they say this is a great To1·y resort, and
t)1at if anything is going on we ought to hear
of it here."
"Perhaps there are only rumors as yet, Bob."
Dick's companion was Bob Esterbrook, his
first lieutenant and closest friend, the two being
like brothers. The sister of each was the sweetheart of the other. The1·e were few persons in the
tavern at the time, but just then there was a noise
outside, and a dozen rough looking men came in
with a turmoil and sat down, one calling loudly
fo r something to eat and drink.
"We can't get anything at the store house at the
cross-roads," muttered one, "and so you've got to
give us something, Abel Bird."
"Why shoul<i I g~ve you any more than the
man at the stone house?" asked the landlord.
"What have you done for me that I should feed
you?"
"Oh, well, we'll pay you after we make this
r aid," the fellow growled, "but just now we are
n ot in funds."
"Who is the man at the stone house, Dick?"
asked Bob, q11ietly.
"I don't know. There are three or four stone

_,,. /

houses in the neighborhood, and I don't know
which particular one is meant."
"Who are these men, Dick?"
"Torries, I suppose, but I do not know them.
We must learn more of them and of their plans
if we can."
"Make the raid first apd pay me afterward,"
said the landlord. "I run up no scores for customers."
"Can't you trust a fellow?" growled the other,
in a softer tone.
"You told me I 'd got to give you somethhg
without asking me whether I would or not. I s
that the way to get trusted? I don't let any one
r u n u p a score, a n d you know it. The stone house
at the cross-roads is not a tavern, and you can't
expect Gregory to keep open house for a lot of
wild fellows like you."
"Gregory is a wildcat," with a snarl.
"Calling names won't do you any good," with a
laugh.
"Well, he calls h~m self The Wildcat, and says
the rebels can't tame him," muttered another.
"Here, give me a pewter of homebrew," throwing down a sixpenny piece.
"To be sure. Giles, gi ve the gentleman a pewter."
"I've money to spend as well as you, Glibbets,"
muttered the man who had started the trouble.
"Give me a pewter and a piper, and we'll talk
this thing over."
"Who are the boys?" asked Glibbets, looking
around at the two young patriots. "For all we
know they are spies."
Every one looked at the boys, attention being
thus called t o them, and the landlord, Abel Bird,
said, with a shrug :
"I don't know them, bu t they paid their money
like gentlemen, and did not demand to be served
for nothing, and so I asked no questions. This
house is free to all who behave themselves."
"Do you know them, Target?" asked Glibbets.
"Your word is good, and if you say they are 1·eliable, that is enough."
"I don't know them no more'n you, Glibbets,"
with a grunt. "What say you, young sirs, a~e
you :;::>od and lawful subjects of our gracious
King '! If so you may remain here."
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"Are you the landlord?" a sked Dick. "What
right have you to say whether we shall remain
or not? Are you a good churchman? If you
are not you can't stay here. I've as much right
to a sk you questions a s you have to put them to
me."
The:i;e was a laugh at this, and Bird said, with
a grunt:
"The boy i s right, Target. What is it to you
whether he is a loyal subject or not?"
"It's just this much," growled the other, who
was an undeniable Tory. "If he isn't a loyal subject , he's a rebel, and I'm not talking over plans
before such. By George! I believe he is a rebel
and, what's more, one of the worst of them."
" 0' course he's a rebel!" exclaimed a newcomer, a boy of Dick Slater's age, entermg the room
a t t hat moment. "I know him; he's Dick Slater,
t he captain o' the Liberty Boys, and the biggest ·
rebel spy about here. That's Bob E stabrook with
him, his fu st leftenant."
Dick knew the other boy well, being a neighbor
of his and he knew him to be the rankest kind
of Tory. Bill Burgess, as the boy was known,
Jived only a few miles from Dick and Bob, and
had known them for years, hating them cordially
and trying to injure them in every way possible,
although he did not often succeed. The Tories
now made a sudden r ush at Dick and Bob, Bill
Burgess making a lot of noise to urge the others
on but wisely remaining in the rear of the room.
Dick gave Bob a signal, and both made a dash
to one side, the Tories following.
Then the boys made a sudden dash toward the
other side, Bill Burgess being now in their way.
Dick seized the fellow and threw him out of an
open window, he and Bob following the next moment. There was a splash and then a yell, and
Bob laughed a s he leaped from the broad window
seat to the grou~d.
The Tory boy had landed in an open water butt
full to the brim, and the splash and yell were in
consequence of t his. Dick had known of the
water butt in advance, and had purposely thrown
Bill into it.
"Come on, Bob," he laughed.· " These f ellows
will be after us, and we must not wait."
The two young patriots had their horses close
at hand and a quick call from Dick brought them
to the boys' side. The boys sprang into the saddle and rode away at full speed, taking the direction toward the Croton. The boys went on at
a gallop, and before long came to a cross-roads,
and saw a house, which they knew mu st be the
one the Tories had mentioned.
It was a large stone house, rather pretentious
in style, and seemed to be the abode of a man of
means. There was a wall around the place, with
heavy iron gates, a porter's lodge, ornamental
shrubs and hedges, stone statues about the
grounds, and other evidences of a man of means.
Just then a strange figure came around a bend
in the road and advanced toward the boys.
"Who is that, Dick?" a sked Bob.
"I don't know, but he seems to be a beggar."
The stranger was a tall, spare man, wearing a
long coat with capacious pockets, walking with a
staff and with the caution common to those who
are blind. He wore a wide-brimmed gr ay hat,
and in addition to this wore a green shade over
his eyes, so that it was impossible to see them.

"Charity for a poor, blind man, young gentlemen," · he said in a whinin~ tone, a s he came
forward.
"How did you know that we were here, if you
are blind, and how do you know if we are young
or not?" asked Dick, who had a sudden suspicion
that the man was not as blind as he seemed.
"I heard you talk," the other replied. "With
the loss of one sense the others are quickened.
Were you going into the grand house ? Per haps
you would speak a good word for me. "
"How do you know there is a hou se }1er e if
you are blind?" Dick a sked.
"Because you have been talking about it. Then
I knew it should be near here, as I know it is so
many steps from the turn of the road, and I have
count ed them. It is necessary to count my step~,
as I have no dog and I might go astray. This
has become second na ture with me. Perhaps the
good people will give me something," and the
man walked up to the gate and pulled at the bell
at one side of the gate.
A short, red-h eaded man p1·esently came out of
the porter's lodge and said :
"Well, what do you want? The master is not
at home, and we do not allow visitors in his absence."
"Please help the blind," said the tall man. "If
you will r ead this letter you will see t hat I am
deserving of charity."
He handed a paper through the bars of the
gate, and the porter, looking at Dick and Bob,
said, shar ply:
"Here is a penny for you, but we do not receive visitors."
"Who said you did?" a sked Dick. "We did not
say we wished to see the owner of the manor,
did we? It is time to r efu se one admittance when
it is a sked. "
The man gave a growl and passed the paper
back to the beggar, but before he could take it
a sudden gust of wind caught it and sent it flying
toward Dick. The youn g captain was out of the
saddle in a moment a nd snatched it up, seeing
written on it in a hasty scrawl:
"The two boys a r e r ebels, Dick Slater and--"
That was all that Dick could i·ead before the
paper was wafted out of his hand and went flying
high up in the air.
"There goes your begging letter," said Dick.
"You will have to get another.
Perhaps you
would like me to write 'you one."
"It was not a begging letter," the tall man replied.
"Well, maybe it wa s not," with a laugh, "but
you have lost it all the same, and will have to get
another," and Dick gave Bob a peculiar look which
told the young lieutena nt that his captain suspected the beggar to be other tha n what he
seemed.
•
"I am sorry to have lost it," the man replied,
"for people may not believe me unless I have
something of this sort."
"No, I suppose they would not," returned Dick,
never giving the slightest indication that he knew
what the paper Teally was, and the blind man
went down the road, while the two boys went oa
at an easy pace
I
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CHAPTER IL-Something Further Regarding
the Blind Beggar.
"What is it, Dick?" asked Bob, when they we re
beyond the crossroads and 0~1t of hea ring of the
blind man.
"That fell ow m ay be blind, Bob," Dick ieplied ,
"but he is a spy of the enemy awl warned the
lodge-keeper against us. That paper wa s not h is
credentials, but a warning to the man within. Did
y ou see how sharply he looked at us?"
"Yes, but he seemed to be a crabbed sort of
fellow."
"Let us go back, Bob," ;:aid Dick, suddenly dismounting.
"All right, Dick," rej oined Bob, neYer questioning what Dick did, as h e kne w there was a reason for . it.
The boys left their horses in the bushes, stole
quickly across the roa d, and t he n hid in an angle
of the wall where they could hear everyth ing th:rt
went on. Peering cautiously out, Dick shovtly
saw the supposed blind beggar returnin g, and he
knew what would hap pen. The man stopped
at the gate and whistled sha1·ply, Dick li stening
intently.
" H allo! what is it?" he heard the lodge-keeper
say in a sharp tone.
"The two rebels went away?"
"Yes; didn't you see them?"
"To be sure, but I thought they might have
come back."
"Why would they when they saw what you had
written and knew that you suspecteJ them?"
"Slater did not see it. The paper bl ew out of
his hand."
"Bu t he read what you had written for all
that. How do you know he did not throw it up
so that the wind could catch it ?"
"But if he had seen it he wou ld have sai d
something."
"Maybe he would not !" with a snort. "Dick
Slater is a smart chap. He woul d k eep it to
himself so as to watch you. Maybe he's watching you at thi s minute."
"Where?" and the blind beggar suddenly around
him.
"Oh, I don't mean that he is here," with a laugh.
" I would see to that. I mean he has hi s suspicions, and he will watch you."
"Well, never mind that. Let me in. I w ant
to see the Squire. Slater did not see the paper,
and he has no suspicion that I am not ~ blind
beggar, just as I seem to be."
"Ma ybe he has, just the same, but I'll let you
in," and Dick heard the creaking of the h eavy
gates and the slam of the same closing.
"The fellow is a spy, Bob, as I supposed," said
Dick. "The owne1· of the place is a Tory. W<'rnu st catch the spy when he comes out. HuITy
back to the camp, and if you see some of the boys
on the road, bring them ba ck here and we will
capture this fellow."
"Couldn't you and I do it, Dick?" asked Bob.
"Yes, but then the fellqw inside would Jcnow i~,
and I don't want them to know. The man is
aware that we are Liberty Boys, and if he saw
u s he would raise an alarm."
"All right, Dick," and Bob hurried away to get
bis horse and go after the Liberty Boys.
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He hu ' 1 1:cen gone a few minutes when Dick,
on the wat ch near tJ1e gate, heard the spy coming.
At the sam e moment he heard some one coming
along the rnad on horsel::Flck, and listened for a
momen t. Dick Slater had ve:i:y sh arp hearing.
" I wonder 'f that's t he girls ?" h e said to himself, "but I diJ not know that t hey were in the
regi on ."
The girl s, as he railed them, were h is sister
Edith and Bob's s i ~ ter Alice, their homes being
at some li t tle clis~ance from >vhe1·e the Liberty
Boy$ were th <>n crcamped.
"If it is the girls, they may help me," he said
to him self.
Krcpirg a sh:trp wa'ch, he saw ·}he ~ uppo sed
ber·P-"a r come ou t of 11' ~ :."? te and go on up th e
road . T hen he caught ~ ight of the two persons
wh o \·;ere coming on horseback, and r ecognized
them :is the girls. H P gave a signal in use among
the Liberty Boys, and wh ic h the girls well knew,
and then stepped out in the road.
"Why, the re's brother !., exelaimed Edi'·h.
"How do you <lo. Dick?" said Alice. "We were
going to your camp ."
"Never mind it now, girls," said Dick. "Ride
on- and you will see a blind beggar trudging
along the rond. He will a sk you for alms. Ar1·Pst him and hold him till I come up. He is a
spy."
"Why, I drclare !" exclaimed Edith. " We could
never do such a thing. brother."
"Yes, we could, sis," said Alice, promptly, bein g
of an impul sive n ature like her brother Bob, "so
com e ahe:id and obey orders."
"You have o'lly to order him to stop and to
th r eate!l to ~h'lrit if Ti ~ does not," said Dick. "You
can sho-.v r onr n; <-' ·" h even if you don't use them.
Thl1t is rlrine c.f[e;i enough."
Tl1e girl!' i·c<l~ on, ~nd Dick fo llowed and called
to Major, hi' black Arabian. The girls presently
came unon the TY':rn in the long coat and kept 01,"
rs if th ey e" p 2< ted him to get out of the way.
:('Ie waited till they were almost upon him , and
th en jnmp~ r! aside nimbly, saying, with the whinE.
of the :rrofecc' o'"lal r"gga1· :
"Ple?.oe hC''n the blind ! I could not see you
coming."
"But yo•; m;ght have h eard us," said Alice,
riding to er e c; ,'e of the man, while Edith went
to the othe r ~i ' 'e.
"Yes, lad y. but I thought you would turn out
for a poor, blind man, as every one does."
"Hold up your hands !" said Alice, suddenly
drawing a pistol 11pon the beggar.
Edit h leveled he!· pi stol at him at the same.time,
both girls being in the habit of going armed on
account of the di r tnrbed nature of t he region, a
neutral ground for Vlhigs and Tories.
"Indeed I won't!" cried the beggar, making a
dash at Alice, evirlently expecting to alarm her.
Then Edith fired and took his ha t off, and at
another instant Dick himself came in sight, riding '
on at a gallop.
"Su.rren der !" he cried, leaping from the saddle
as he reined in.
Then he clapped a pistol to the spy's head a n d
said:
"I know you, my man, or at any rate I know
what you are. So you thought you would get
the best of u s, did you, and that I had not read
what you wrote for the lodge-keeper?"
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"Please help the blind!" whined the man.
"You are no more blind than I am," said Dick,
and he suddenly snatched off the heavy shade
and showed the man to have as good eyes as most
persons could boa st.
The spy would have made. a dash for freedom,
but a look at the determine d face of Alice E stabrook showed h im that it would be a mo st dangerous undertaki ng. Dick found nothing of an
incrimina ting nature in the pockets of the pretended beggar's long coat, nor was there anything in the lining, as he could tell by f eeling
at certain places and listening. If there had been
papers he could have told by the sound they made
when he passed his hand over them, and he was
satisfied that there were none there.
"I am not blind, I know," said the man, "but I
am a profession al beggar, and make my living by
trading on the credulity of others. You cannot
arrest me for that."
"You must think that lam credulous," laughed
Dick. "Even if I. had not heard your conversation with the lodge-keeper, I would know you for
a spy. You know that I am one, and therefore
you must know that I am not to be easily deceived."
"I am not a spy, and you will find no papers
about me," the man continued , and Dick saw him
change color slightly as he made the declaratio n.
"You are simply lying, sir," Dick said. "You
are a spy, whether I find any papers about you
or not. I have an· idea that I will, however, as
you Brit ish spies generally carry such things,
despite the danger of so doing. Take off your
waistcoat ."
The man obeyed, and Dick made him remove his
neckcloth , which he examined carefully. There
was nothing in it nor in the waistc:iat , and then
Dick said, suddenly:
"Take off your shoes, Mr. Spy! I want to have
· a look at them."
"I will not submit to this insult!" muttered the
man, turning pale and glancing nervously about
him as if he thought there might be a chance of
escape.
"Sit on that fence and. take off your shoes !"
command ed Dick. "You have papers concealed
in them. You can confess this and escape a
search at present, if you like, but I know they
are there."
"I tell you they are not," declared the man,
"and I will prove it."
Th en he sat on the fence, but if he thought
that he could sud denly fall off on the other side
and so escape, he was mistaken. Alice quickly
climbed over the fence, as spry as a boy, and
said:
"You need not think that you are going to escape, for I am watching you. It will be better
to do as the captain tells you, sir."
The man took off his right shoe and threw it
on the ground, saying, with a snarl:
"You can look in that, you rebel, but you will
find nothing."
"Take off the other one and take the papers
f rom the false sole," rep! ied Dick. "You need
not throw it on the ground, and it is not necessary to abuse me. You know that we are not
rebels, but patriots."
The spy turned paler than before, and hesi4

tated about removing his other shoe. Then Die
suddenly pulled it up, causing the man to fa]
backward off the fence .
"You can lie there till we tell you to get up,'
said Alice. "Is there anything in it, Dick?"
"Yes," sa id Dick, who had quickly removed a~
inner sole of the shoe and brought out a slieet
of waxed paper, thinly folded and written upon.
H e unfolded the llaller carefully and read it
finding enough in the' first two or three sentences1
to prove the man a spy of the British .
"That is enough," he said. "You may get up."
At that moment Dick heard so me one comin
along the road on horseback from the direction
Bob had taken. The spy got up, glaring maliciously at Dick, and he said:
"You rebels don't have very much money. The
Tory in the great mansion back there has plenty,
and I think that if he knew of my plight he---"
"He has not money enough to buy me," replied
Dick, qlrii!tly, "so you need say no more."
"There is Bob!" cried Alice, suddenly, "and
Mark and some of the boys are with him."
Bob and five or six of the Liberty Boys in blul'1
and buff came on at a gallop and shortly halte
at the roadside.
"Hallo! you and the girls managed it, did . you,
Dick?" cried Bob, in great surprise.
"Yes, but it just happened so, Bob. I did not
know that the girls were coming nor did theYJ
expect to find me on the road."
"He is a spy, Dick?" in a low tone.
"Yes, and this Tory, the Wildcat as they call
him, h as had something to do with him. I don't
know just what it is, but we shall have to watch
Mr. Gregory and settle with him if we catch him
at any mischief."
Then Dick requested Ben Spurlock, Sam Sanderson and Harry Judson to look after the prisoner and take him back to camp. The girl s were
going to the camp, and Dick and Bob rode with
them, it being now well on in the afternoon and
supper in preparati on.
The second lieutenan t of the Liberty Boys, Mark
Morrison by name, had been out on the road on
a scouting expeditio n with a number of the boys,
and Bob had met them and had hurried them
back to help Dick, telling them of the suspected
spy, and Dick's desire to capture him. The prisoner was put on Ben Spu r lock's roan, and now
the boys rade toward the camp, Mark going with
them, while Dick and Bob and the girls rode by
themselve s.
"The boys will think more of you than ever,
girls," laughed Bob, "now that you have helped
Dick capture a spy."
"But I was nearly frightene d to death, Bob,"
said Edith, frankly.
·
"Then you deserve all the more credit, my
dear," laughed Bob.

CHAPTE R III.-Dick Meets the "Wildcat. "
Reaching the camp of the Liberty Boys, Dick
and Bob were heartily welcomed by the troop,
Mark having told them of the capture of the spy,
in which the two girls had taken a part. The spy
was put in a tent under a strong guard, Dirk
intending to shortly turn him over to the general
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in command in th a t region to be qu estioned. His
presence in the neighborhood wou1d indicat e that
the British had some design against the pa t r iots,
and this must be lear ned without delay so that it
could be frustrated. After supp er Dick went to
the pr isoner 's tent a nd a sked hi m :·
"What was you r errand wit h Mr. Gregory, and
what has he to do with the enemy? l s th ere some
expedition against u s on foot?"
"I had no particular erra nd the1·e," replied th e
spy. <;I know Gregor y, and as I was in the neighborhood I thought I would give him a call."
"\Nha t were y ou doing here in disguise'?"
"Just looking about to see what your st r ength
was, and if you were doing anyt hing," carelessly.
"With a view to aiding the enemy in their proposed expedition?" a sked Dick.
"I don't know of any p r oposed expedition," the
man returned. "It is customary to ha ve men out
a t all times in 01·der to see what is going on.
You know that a s well a s I do."
"But there is a move against the patriots inten ded by Del a ney or the regulars ?"
"I don 't know that there is," carelessly. "I am
not informed of a ll th a t is going to happen in
advance."
"Perhaps not, but you know of an expedition in
this ca se, and you were sent here to gain informa tion and to give this Tory, who is caJled the Wildcat, cert ain instructions, were you not?"
" No, I me r ely wanted to see him."
Dick had not heard the supposed beggar say
wh y he wanted to see the Tory w hen he had come
to the gat e, a nd he therefore had no evidence
against t he man in that rega rd. H e was certain
that the spy had not come merely to make a
friendly ca ll, however , but he could not prove that
he was there on business connected with the
enemy.
"It w ill be better for you to tell what you
knov:," he said t o the spy. "You are in a serious
position, and it ma y help you to tell what we
desire to know."
" If I don 't know anything I cannot tell. you
an ~· th i ng, can I ?" the man retorted, impatiently.
"No, of cou rse not, but my opinion is that you
do k now somet hing."
T he spy made no r eply, and Dick left the tent,
h avi;Jg an idea in hi s m ind which he meant to
pu• in to execu tion without delay.
D kk took th e broad-brimmed hat and green
sha<le \\'hich t he spy had worn, and then got a
lon n· coat from am ong his many disguises, and
wa~ d10 rt ly arrayed to look so much like the spy
ilvt Bob was greatly surprised.
The ycung captain shortly set out u p on Major ,
accom n.a nied by Ben Spurlock, Sam Sanderson
an ·l o{ie 0 1· t wo ot her s, the boys to wa it a r ound
the hou se and be ready to a ssist Dick in case he
ncct~ed them. The girls did not know· where he
y;as r;o ing, bu t they su spect ed th a t he h'.ld some
dang;)rous m ission on han d, and Alice said :
"Be caref ul , Dick, and don't r un t oo great a
l'isk."
" I will look out fo r myself, girls," said Dick,
"and you need not he alarmed. I sh all h a ve some
of the boys with me."
"Who are r eady t o take just a s great a risk
as you do," said Alice, dryly. "You boys are all
:reckless a t times."
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"Not exactly re ckless, Al ice," with a smile, "but
read y to t a ke a ny cha nce that ofiers . Nothing
ve11tu r ed no ,h ing gained, you know."
" Well, you a iwa y s seem to come out on top,
Dick, at a ny r ate," said Ali ce, " so I suppose I
should not worry."
The boys rode a wa y, B Jb remaining in th e camp
to be r eady to take a st r ong party of the boys
to Dick' s a ssistance in ca ~ e he should nee d it.
The beys rode on at a ga llc,p until near t he stone
h ouse a t the crossroa ds witho ut meeting with any
adven t ure.
Them they waited in the shadow, while Dick
dismounted and went forward toward the gate.
He rung the bell, a nd presently the lodge-keeper
came out wit h a lantern in his hand and said,
sha r ply:
" Well, what do you wan t a t this time of night?
Don't you know that th e people are all in bed ?"
"Please help the blind!" whi ned Dick, s tanding
close to the gate.
"Oh, it's you, is it?" said the other. "Anything
new?"
"Yes, plent y of it. I s t he Squire within?'•
" Yes, and in a nasty t em pe r. He is a wildcat
and no mistake. Something has gone wron 0o· and
n othing pleases him."
"Perhaps he w ill be better tempere9, when he
hears wha t I ha ve to say to him," returned Dick.
"Maybe he will, but it will be a wonder. H e is
a regular fiend now. · A wildcat, indeed! Why,
he's a dozen of them."
~
The lodge-keeper opened th e gate just wide
enou gh for Di ck t o pass in, and t hen closed it
quickly, saying :
. "Well, I d?n 't w ant your job. If you can get
him out of hi s temper yqu will be doing well "
Dick would have liked to get hold of the ~an
and sec?r e the ke ys so a s to be .sure of getting
out agam, but the lodge-keeper hhrried back into.
the house and closed the door.
"He ca nnot suspect me or he would not have
let me in," thought Dick, "but I wi sh he had not
been in such a hurry to get indoors."
Then he went up the br oad walk towa1·d the
house, where he could see a number of lights, and
occasionally a shadow pass rapidly across the
curtains in front of one window and anot her .
"The Wildca t i.s in a temper and is trying 1:0
walk it off, or maybe to make it worse," he
thought.
Reaching the doo r , he r a ised the hea vy knocker
and let it fall with a loud thump. In a few moments a bewigged and gold-l aced lackey came to
the door and inquir ed:
"What do you wish ? T he m ast er does not desi r e to see any one."
"Please help t he blin d? " said Dick.
The re w as t he slamming of a door as if it h ad
been thr own violently open, a nd then a m an of
stalwa rt p roportions a n d r ichly dressed calll6
st alking in t o th e wide hallwa y, placed in t he middle of the hou se, and began to storm in a loud
vo ice :
•
"Didn't I t ell you n ot to ad mi t a ny one,· nit
matter who it was ? I am not at home to any
one, not even to Sil' Henr y Clinton, or Si:tm:oe-,
or Delancey. Who dares to enter the lair of the
Wildcat?"
"Please help the blind?" said Die\

•'
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The "Wildcat,'' showing the temper of one of
these fierce animals, swore roundly and said:
"So, it is you, Mr. Spy, is it? 'Yell, what do
you want now?"
"The -Liberty Boys are anxious to meet the
Wildcat and draw his claws," replied Dick, keeping in the shadows.
"Ha! they are, eh? With this house guarded
on all sides, and traps and guns everywhere?
Let them try it, the sneaking young rebels ! I've
got a scheme that will c!rive them out of the
neighborhood."
"What is it?" asked Dick.
"vVhat is it, you numbskull?" roared the Tory,
turning fiercely upon the young spy. "Didn't I
tell you all about the thing thi s afternoon? A1·e
you losing your mind, you idiot?" and t he man
swore roundly again and tore around t he ha ll,
upsetting the lackeys, overturning chairs ai1d t ables, and going on like a wild man.
"Well, you need not go mad over it," said Dick,
getting out of the man's way. "I thought you
might have another one, since this one won't
work."
'
"Why won't it work?" roared the 'Vildcat, glaring at Dick, but failing to detect that he was
not the supposed blind begga r . "Tell me that,
you gibbering idiot.".
·
"Because the Liberty Boys are not afraid of
you, and will not be driven out because you say
so."
"They won't, eh? Not when Delancey and his
Loyalists descend upon their camp in the middle
of the nig}\t, kill their rebel leader, and all his
lieutenants, and run off with their horses? That
won't drive them out, eh?"
"They have been warned, Gregory, and you will
have to get up another sc)1eme."
"Don't you leave off the 'Mr.' to my name, you
sneaking spy!" yelled the Tory, rushing at Dick.
"They won't go, eh?"
"No, they won't," and Dick put out hih foot
and caused the angry Loyalist to stagger and
nearly fall .
"They have been warned, have they?
Who
warned them? Weren't you the only one that
knew of the plot? You have betrayed me, you
sneak!"
"They haven't been warned, I tell you. They
captured one of your spies, and you will have to
get up some other plan, for this one will not
work."
"Then it is your fault!" roared the irate Tory,
"and you will suffer for it.''
He rushed at Dick again, but the plucky young
patriot was on his guard, and sent him reeling
across the floor and on hi face. Just then a
lackey in gorgeous raiment and powdered wig
burst into the house, exclaiming:
"'l'he beggar spy has been captured, sir, and
here is some one who can tell you all about it.''
In a moment the lackey was followed by Bill
Burgess.
CHAPTER IV.-Trying to Snare the Enemy.
"The spy was caught this aft ernoon," cried
Bill. "I seen some o' the Liberty Boys takin' him
to the camp. I didn't know who he was then,

but I found it out afterwards. Gosh! that's Dick
Slater there, the wust rebel spy in--"
Dick knew that he could no longer remain in
the vVildcat's" house, and he made a sudden dash
at the Tory boy. How Bill had discovered the
identity of the spy he did not know, but his own
was known now, and the place was no longer safe
for him. Gregory heard Bill's den!lnciation of
the young patriot captain and sprang to his feet
in wrath, whipping out a pistol.
Dick flew at Bill, and in a moment the Tory
boy was sent flying, heels over head, with a great
clatter. Bill let out a yell, and then there were
t wo rapid reports, and a brace of bullets went
flying through the stained glass panes at the side
of the door. Dick was out in a moment and running clown the steps and along the broad walk
toward the gates.
"Hallo!" roared Gregory. "Don't let the--"
Crack--crack ! Dick fired two quick shots,
wh ich made the man leap behind a tall clock in
the hall to escape being hit. Then the young
patriot threw aside his long coat and hat, and
fairly raced down the walk till he reached the
gate.
_
"Come out here!" he cried, bursting open the
door of the lodge and dragging the keeper to his
feet.
"Open the gate," hissed Dick, dragging him
outside.
The frightened fellow quickly found the key
and unlocked the gate, as the Tory yelled out in
loud and angry tones:
"Don't let the rebel escape, or it will be as much
as your life is worth, you scoundrel I"
The gate was unlocked by this time, however,
and Dick flew out, slamming it behind him with
a clatter, and saying:
"You are safe in your den now, Wildcat, but
look out that you are not driven from it."
The angry Tory fired a shot or two at Dick, but
missed, and the plucky fellow sounded a shrill
whistle, which quickly brought Ben and the boys
to his side.
"Bill Burgess somehow learned of the capture
of the spy and told it to the Tory at the very
moment I was there," said Dick. "I had to get
out, of course."
"Well, Bill Burgess is a rank Tory, and, of
course, he would do all he could to injure us," declared Sam, ''but he takes pretty good care not to
get in our way."
•
The boys rode away, knowing that it was of no
use to remain longer in the neighborhood, and
Dick told them of his adventures in the house of
the "Wildcat." They were all greatly interested,
and all agreed that the man would have to be
driven out of the neighborhood as being a dangerous persop.
Reaching the camp, the boys were besieged
with questions, all the troop being eager to know
what had happened in their absence. Dick told
them, and then added:
"Keep a strong guard about the camp, for it
is likely that the Loyalists may attempt to carry
out their plans tonight. The Wildcat may not
tell them that their plans are discovered, for he
will have to pass this place, and would be discovered."
;,. I .!
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"You do not know that the plan was arranged
for tonight, Dick?" a11ked Bob.
"No, but · I can find it out. Bring the prisoner
here."
•
Bob sent two of the Liberty Boys to conduct
the spy to Dick's tent, and in a short time he
appeared.
"I have been to Gregory's house," said Dick,
"using the disguise which · you u sed, and have
learned of a plot by the men of Delancey's troop
to steal in upon our camp and kill me and the
two lieutenants, and run off with the horses. For
what time was this set?"
The spy turned pale and replied:
"The day had not been set, but it was to be
soon. You are a daring fellow, Slater."
"Who 01·iginated the plan?"
"Gregory, and the Loyalists fell in with it at
once."
"Where are they?"
"On the other side of the Croton."
"Are there any redcoats about?"
"Not at present," he said shortly.
"Are any expected? You niight as well answer,
for I will learn myself in a short time."
"They will come up when the other plan succeeds, or, at least, that was the arrangement."
"And you came up to see how the land lay and
to report to Sir Henry or some one else high
in command?"
The spy made no reply, and Dick added:
"You were not here for nothing, of course.
This man Gregory, who calls himself the Wildcat,
has his house well protected?"
"Yes, no one can enter it or get into the
grounds without his consent. There are traps
and guns all about. Even I would not attempt
to walk up to the house after being admitted
to the grounds without knowing just what to
avoid".
"We shall share the Wildcat yet,'' i·eplied Dick.
"You have done no harm to us because we are
always on our guard, but you are a dangerous
person to let remain ·at large, and I shall deliver
you to the general and he can do as he pleases
with you."
The spy knew very well what was likely to
happen if he fell into the hands of the commander, and he turned deathly pale.
"I have given you information, captain," he
said. "Could you not intercede for me?"
"And tell the general that you offered. me
money to set you free?" rejoined Dick.
The spy trembled, and Dick signaled to the
bovs to take him back to the tent and guard him
well.
As the girls lived some miles distant, and it
was now growing late, they had determined to
remain all night at the camp, knowing that they
would be well provided for and perfectly safe
as well.
"Keep a watch on the i·oad, boys," said Dick
to the sentries when he went the rounds later
when all was quiet, "and arrest any one who cannot give a satisfactory reason for being abroad
at this time."
There was no alarm during the night, and in
the morning Dick took a number of the boys,
all in disguise, and went off toward the house
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at the ~rossroad s to see if they could snare the
enemy.
"If we can get the fellow out," said Dick, "we .
will make a prisoner of him and send him off to
the general. He is a Tory and he has been plotting against us, and that is enough to put him
in jail."
The boys hid in the bushes opposite the gate
of the great house, and Dick went up and rang
the bell, ~he lodge-keeper coming out and saying:
·
"What do you want? I d~n't know you, and
the master is away."
"Tell him that I !1ave something to tell him
about the rebels," said Dick.
"Who are you and how do I know that you
are not a rebel yourself?" the man replied.
"You bring Mr. Gregory here and see whether
he won't be glad to hear what I have to say."
Just then a boy came along the road, saw
Dick at the gate and gave a shout.
·
"Hi! that's Dick Slater, ther rebel spy !" he
roared.
The boy was Bill Burgess, and he was still in
the neighborhood, greatly to Dick's disgust.
"Confound you, Bill Burgess, will you never
stay away when you are not wanted?" he cried,
making a dash at the Tory boy.
Bill knew the danger he ran if Dick got hold
of him, and he started up the road at full speed.
Then Dick gave a shrill whistle and a number
of the boys appeared.
They knew Bill Burgess, and they were satisfied
that he had been up to some mischief from the
very fact of his running away.
"Hallo, Bill, we want you!" said Ben Spurlock, catching the Tory boy by the collar.
Bill slipped out of .his coat, preferring to losing
that to losing his liberty, but he did not reckon
on Ben's agility.
Ben suddenly let fly his foot, took Bill behind
and sent him into the ditch at the side of th~
road with a great splash.
"Gosh!" cried Bill, as he went in headfirst, and
all the boys gave a hearty laugh.

CHAPTER V.-Dick in Difficulties.
Bill Burgess got out of the ditch and hurried
off down the road as fast as he could go, leaving
his coat behind him and hearing the boys laughing till he was well out of sight.
"The fellow knows us now, and we can do
nothing," said Dick, as they went away to where
they had left their horses.
Returning to the camp, Dick and Bob went
with the girls to the house of a friend in the
neighborhood, where they intended staying a few
days, visiting the camp at intervals.
Dick :sent some of the boys with the spy to
the nearest camp, and he and Bob, after leaving
the girls, set out to reconnoiter in the neighborhood of the Croton to see if the Loyalists or any
others of their enemies were anywhere about.
They were in sight of tl1e river, when they
caught the glint of scarlet uniforms at a dis~ce
and Dick said, quickly:
'
" Take to the side of the road, Bob!"
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I'oth bo ys were under the trees in a moment,
"Get up, redcoat!" said Dick, "and come with
out of si ght of the enemy on the other side of us. How did you f el lo ws get here?"
the river.
Bob had his prisoner on his feet by this t i me,
There were half a dozen redcoats approaching having seized him by the collar and d ragged him
the bridge on foot, but whether there were more up with little ceremony.
The redcoats saw that there were onl y t wo of
beyond Dick could not tell.
The redcoats came on with some caution, and the boys, and one of them said :
"H'm! you took us by surprise or you would
Dick therefore came to the conclusion that there
were not very many of them, and that they were not have got us. We supposed there were more
of you."
reconnoitering.
"We often take you fellows by surprise,"
"Come, on, Bob," said Dick. "The only way
to find out if there are more of these f ellows is laughed Dick. "You don't suppose we were going
to charge them. If there are they will soon put in to send a lackey ahead of us t o an nounce our
comi ng, do you? Did you come by the river ?"
an appearance."
" Yes, we did, and there are more of us t here,
Then the two young patriots suddenly dashed
out from under the trees and toward the bridge, and as soon as they find out that there are only
making a lot of noise and looking back as if two of you saucy young rebels--"
"We will be out of the way," with a laug h.
to beckon others on.
Across the bridge raced the plucky fell ows , "Come, go ahead, we have no time to argue with
the redcoats hurrying up the road and then to- you," and Dick caught his man by the arm and
ward the Hudson, diving into the woods in great hurried him forward. Bob doing· likewise with
haste and talking a path which they thOught the his pri soner.
"They're coming now!" shouted one of the
boys could not follow.
' "This is all there are of the fellows , Bob," prisoners, trying to wrench himself free from
said Dick. "They have come by the river and Dick's grasp.
"Then we will have to hurry you on a little
are evidently looking about to see how the land
more," was Dick's cool rejoinder, as he gave the
lies."
"Can't we catch one of them, Dick?" asked redcoat another yank that caused him to take several turning steps.
Bob, eagerl y.
"We can try it, at any rate, Bob," returned
"There are some horsemen coming, t hat is
Dick, leaping off his horse at the edge of the sure, Bob!" exclaimed Dick, as t he sound of
horse hoofs struck sharply on their ears.
woods.
"They may be some of the boys, Dick."
Bob followed a t once, and bot h boys dashed into
"No, they are not our horses that are coming
the woods close behind the r etreating redcoats.
The latter sped t hrough the woods with all on, Bob. We must look sharp," and Dick tried to
haste, too much in a huri·y to look back and see peer through the trees into the roa d.
"Cover this fellow with your pistol, Bob, while
ho w many there were following them.
There were two of them nearer than the others, I see who are coming!"
Bob obe yed, and Dick, dropping his hold on
and the boys chased these two vigorously, hoping
hi s prisone1·, ran s wiftly to the road to see who
·
to catch them.
The others r an on at full speed and soon the was coming.
boys saw the river gleaming not far ahead of
In a m oment Bob heard a shout fro m Dick.
He could not distingui sh his mea ning, whether
them.
They gai ned upon the two r edcoats, and Dick, he was to come on wit h his prisoners, or if Dick
dart in g ahead, seized one by t he collar and pulled was warning him of danger .
He gave a n a nswering ' Yhistle, when there came
him backward, cr ying :
'·Surrender, you redt:oat, or you are a dead the cr y of a h awk, an d Bob knew that danger
·
man!"
mena ced.
He had one redcoat by the collar, and was
T he fell ow went to the ground with a crash,
his h at fly ing one way, his wig anot her, and covering the other w it h his pistol, an d therefore
his pi stols being discha r ged wit h a loud r eport. had both hands full.
He . had t hrown away his musket in his hast e,
His pr isoners were well awar e of this fact,
but the other had kept his, probably because he and took advantag e of his temporary la ck of
had been in too great a hurr y to t hink anything vigilance while he was listening to Dick's call
about it.
to make a dash fo r liberty.
H e turned, hea ring t he repo rts, and sa w t hat
The fe llo w Bob had by the coat collar sudthere were only t wo boys in pur suit .
denl y wren ched himself free from his hold, while
At once he raised his musket to fire at Bob.
at the same ti me the other r edcoat f ell to the
The brave young lieutenant dashed for ward, ground, and although Bob fired, his shot went
but a little to one side as the musket was di s- over his head.
The clatter of the horses had gr own much
charged.
The bullet whizzed past him , and then he louder by this time, a nd Bob's a ttention was
sprang ahea d and struck the r edcoa t a blow in attracted to the n ewcomers , so he did not attempt
the f a ce, which sta ggered him a nd sent hi m r eel- to recapture his escaping prisoners, but flew after
Dick.
ing backward with a yell of surprise.
As soon as he r eached t he edge of t he woods
Dick was stootiing over the oth er redcoat, t aking away his pistols, and the bullet flew over near where they had lef t their horses , he saw
that Dick was raci ng t oward them, while after
his head.
The other redcoats were now too far in ad- him came thunder ing onwar d in company of
vance to notice that there were only two of the Cowboys.
"Dick is trying to save the horses !" thoug ht
young patriots in pursuit.
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Bob, and he followed after Dick as fast as his
legs could carry him.
Once on the backs of their faithful and speedy
horses there would be no chance for the Cowboys to see more of them than their animals'
heels.
Djck almost reached the place where they had
left their horses, when suddenly around a bend
in the road appeared a girl, who, on seeing Dick
running toward her and pursued by the Cowboys,
stood still in astonishment or perhaps fear, and
before Dick could relax his pace he saw he
would be on to her and probably knock her
down.
To prevent this, he swerved to one side of the
road, and would have passed securely, but the
girl, conscious of her danger, also sought to dodge
Dick, and unfortunately darted on the same side
as had Dick, and in his endeavor to avoid her
again he stepped on a rolling stone and was
thrown headlong to the ground.
It had all happened quickly, and before Bob
could reach the side of the young captain in
order to help him regain his feet, the Cowboys
had clattered by, and two or three of them
were on the ground and had Dick by the arms.
"I can do nothing now," thought Bob, quickly,
so while the attention of the Cowboys was attracted to Dick, he dashed to the other side of
the road, crept through the woods until nearer
the two horses that they had left when they
ran into the woods after the two redcoats,
whistled softly, and in a moment they were both
cantering toward him.
He vaulted into the saddle of his own horse,
and then casting one look behind, he galloped
off after aid to rescue the young captain of
the Liberty Boys out of the hands of his enemies.
Dick had been thrown so heavily that for an
instant he was dazed, as he had struck his head.
He soon recovered his full senses, however,
and when he saw that he was in the midst of the
Cowboys, made no effort to escape.
He glanced ahead for the horses and saw them
go cantering toward the side of the road, and divined that Bob had called them, and that he
was on his way back to camp.
" I was glad Bob wasn't caught," he thought
a s he submitted to bein.11: tied hand and foot, and
lifted up onto one of the horses that the Cowboys had with them, probably a stolen one, for
the Cowboys had a way of ignoring the property
rights of others and running off with whatever
the y could lay their hands on that struck their
fanc y.
His captors recognized him at once, and were
highl y elated at their success in having taken
the captain of the Liberty Boys, a reward of five
hundred pounds having been offered by Lord
Howe fo r his capture, dead or alive.
They h ad seen the horses that were standing
by t he r oadside and were riding on to seize them
when they saw Dick rush ahead, and recognized
him by his uniform.
The disappearance of the horses was a mystery to them, for they had not seen Bob, and
did not suspect his presence around, although
they mig ht ha ve reasonably done so from the
fact of a second horse being there.
However, the fact that they had the young
captain of the Liberty Boys in their possession
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was quite enough for them at the time, and they
rode onward in high spirits.
Dick wondered who the girl was, and what she
was doing in the road just at that moment, and
concluded that she might have belonged to the
Cowboys, and had intercepted him purposely.
"I wonder if she was hurt," he mused. "It
would serve her right for getting in my way, and
I should not waste any sympathy on her."
He looked back, but saw no sign of her, and
had seen that the Cowboys had paid no attention
to her.
"She must have got out of the way in pretty
quick time," he thought, "for there is no sign of
her around now."
Dick did not have much time to think, for
the Cowboys were taking no chances of his getting
away, there being one on each side of them, and
others in front and at the rear.
,
At that point the road was tolerably wide, and
they could ride three abreast without much difficulty, although more than once one or another of
the horses stumbled and nearly threw his rider,
and there then ensued a string of profanity
that made Dick want to shut his ears.
The girl Y,hat had been the cause of disaster
to Dick had picked herself up a_nd scurried into
the woods in time to get out of the way of the
feet of the swiftly on-coming horses, and then
stood looking after them, a peculiar expression
on her face.
CHAPTER VI.-A Brave Girl to the Rescue.
Dick was hurried along by the Cowboys, who
went at full speed and did not stop till they .
were at least a mile from where they had captured the young patriot.
They fairly raced over the road for the latter
part of the distance, taking a narrow bypath
scarcely wide enough for ·two riding abreast,
and going at full speed over a very rough road.
They stopped at last in front of a cabin on the
edge of a bit of thick woods, where the road
suddenly grew so bad that it was impossible to
go on except at a walk.
Dick was taken off the horse he rode, and one
of the Cowboys said, with a grunt and a snarl:
"Put the rebel in the cabin and don't let him
get away. There's a reward out for him and
we want it."
"I guess we better hang him, Pete," muttered one, rubbing down his horse. "We can't
take him to New York to get the reward."
"We don't have to," with a snort. "The Wildcat will pay us as much as Sir Henry, and we
won't have to wait for it, neither."
"Oh, well, that's different," and two of the
Cowboys led Dick toward the cabin, from which a
slovenly woman now came out, saying:
"What yer goin ter do with the rebel? I
ain't goin' ter have him put in my bedroom with
his muddy boots. Put him in the cellar. I'm goin'
ter ther village, an' I don't want ter fir.d things
mussed when I git back, do ye hear?"
"You go ahead, Sal," growled one of the men.
"You never was so purtic'lar before, an' I guess
yer got some licker hid there what yer don't
want us ter tech."
The old woman went away grumbling, shaking
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h er head and talking all the wh il e in a hig h,
r r acked voice, querulous at times. and then changing t o the whining tone of a beggar.
The men wasted no time on her, making themse1ves very much at home.
"You hold the boy !" exclaimed the one who
seemed to be the leader, "an' I'll see if the
ole woman has any licker stowed away. It would.
come in kinder handy."
"That's so,'' was the unanimous assent, and
then one voiced the fears of the others when he
called out, rather anxiously:
"Don't you drink it all yerself befor e you come
·
out!' '
There was no reply to this. and the men waited
a shor t time with Dick in their midst, and then
there was another protest.
"I ain't fo und it yet!" came the g rowling t ones
of the man fr om the inside . a nd he short ly rea:ipeared with an empty bottle in his hand.
"That's all I could get!" he said, holding up
t}, a bottle to view.
"You drunk it all!" shouted one of the men.
The ot her made a threate ning gesture toward
him yelling at the same time: ·
"Shet. up, if you know what's good for you!"
The11 he added to the others: "Bring the boy in
here!"
Dick's first thought was a s he sa''-' t he untidy
room that .the old woman proprietor 11eed not
have f eared from his muddy boots , for the place
was a s dirty a s any sleeping r oom he had ever
seen.
There was an old broken-do wn bedstead in
0'1e cor11e1·, on which wa s a fea t her bed so stain ed
with age and use that its original color could be
only guessed, and on this '\va s an as sortment of
soiled b]ankets and quilts that would have been
warm enou!"h for a cold winter night, instead ot
warm weather .
E ver ythi'1g had b')en tum bled ahout, whether it
v1a s t he usual co!l dition of the ro om or had beeh
done in sear ch of t he liquor by the Cowboy, Dick
coul d on ly conjectu re.
Bis har. ds wer e bound behind him , but n ot
s atisfien with this, the leader of the CowboYs
bo un d hi m ti p.htlv to a bean: t hat suppo r t ed t he
i·oof in the middle of the nom .
The f ellow was big and strong a nd accuctomed
to binding his victims, so Dick soon saw that it
wo uld be next to impossible for him to get awa y
unaided.
"My only hope is in Bob!" was hi s thought,
and he wondered how long it would take his
faithful comrade to find out the place to which
he had been taken.
After seeing that he was thoroughly secured,
the Cowboy lef t him alone in the room, going out
and joining his companions.
"What d'yer leave him in there for?" asked one
of the men.
"You fool! Do you supppose I want to take
him to the Wildcat's lair in full light? How do
we know but some of his boys are around spyin'
on us?"
"Well, they may be spyin' on us here, couldn't
·
they?" growled another.
"It's your business to see that they don't,"
l''lplied the leader, with emphasis, the meaning of
which they all understood
Dick could hear their voices outside, and judged

that they had g ot liquor from somewhere, whether
they had succeeded in finding any of old Sal's or
whether they had brou ght it themselves, of course,
he could not t ell.
His senses were keenl y alert, but the noise of
the men outside was so great that he could hear
but little else.
The time passed heavily, for Dick knew Bob
could not gej; to him at once, and he tried to
settle down to wait patiently.
Presently he heard the sound of a woman's
voice, high pitched , cracked, and whining.
"Old Sal has returned !" he said to himself.
"She could not have gone ver y fa r."
"Did you put that boy in m y bedroom?" he
heard her ask, fretfully.
"Oh, sh ut up," came in a m an's voice. "Things
in there couldn't be an y more mussed up than
they were."
" Well, I'm gcin' to see; an' I warn you boys
that if he has been meddlin' or an y one else has
I'll pitch him ril!ht out, an' the rest of you, too!';
The men laughed uproariously at thi s threat,
for Old Sal wa s not a big woman, and looked
very small and shriveled, huddled in her big
shawl and sunbonnet, the weight of which seemed
to bend h er for ward.
She passed on t hrough the 01J.ter room into
where Dick was tied hand and foot to the post,
and looked about, muttering to hers elf all the
while.
Dick reg arded her · curiously, wondering; what
she would do when she saw that th er e had been
·
rummag ing done durin g her absen ce.
But she pa id no at t ention to th e appearance of
the room, shutting the door behind her and the n
to Dick's exceeding ly great surprise h~ saw the
shawl drop to the fl oor, the old fad ed sunbonnet
slip off her head, and beheld a young and trim
looking girl before him.
He- made no exclamation, for he did not wish
to attract the attention of the men outside and
he divined at once that hel"Q_ had a ppeared' in a
ver v myst eriou s manner in th'!! guise of this young
girl.
S he laid her finger on her lip s a s a sign not
t o s peak , a nd then she t ried to unfa sten the r opes
that bound him to the post.
They were tied too stoutly for her to manage,
and Dick whispered into the ear that was very
close to his head as she bent forward to untie
the knots:
"There is a knife in the. packet of my coat."
She g-ave a quick nod, slipped her hand into his
pocket, brought out the knife, which was sharp
and big enough to cut the ropes with but little
effort on her part.
Neither spoke again, but when she had succeeded in freeing him, she pulled aside an old
mu sty curtain, disclosing a window large enough
to permit of the two passing through, the only
o~her window; in the room being small and placed
high, but which was not screened except by dirt
and cobwebs.
It required the combined efforts of both to
raise the sash quietly, for the wood stuck, having
swelled in the heat, and again the knife came into
commission.
Dick accepted her services as a matter of
course, as she offered them, and forebore askin11
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questions until they were outside of the cabin
window.
Once on the ground they both crouched low,
for the girl had left the old woman's clothes in
the i·oom, so she had to conceal herself, not caring to be seen or recognize d by the Cowboys.
There was a tangle of weeds and tall grass all
around, and they squirmed their way through this
so as not to be seen from the cabin, should any
one be on the watch.
However, they were not challenge d, the men
thinking that they had the boy too securely fastended within for him possibly to get away, and
their watch, therefore , was kept for intruders
from without, rather than an escape from within.
Once into the woods, Dick began asking questions.
"Who are you?" he asked, curiously, "and how
did you know that I was in the cabin?"
"I am Mary Warner, and as I felt myself the
cause of your being taken, I considern d it due
myself and you to get you away," was the unexpected answer.
" The cause of my capture!" repeated Dick.
"How was that?" and then he said quickly:
"You are not the girl that I upset and who upset
me? "
She nodded.
"That explains it! But how did you manage
to get to me so ~uickly, and to obtain that old
woman's clothes ?'
"When I found that the Cowboys had got hold
of you I watched to see where they took you."
"You are a patriot?"
"Yes, indeed, and I knew who you were from
your uniform and your being only a boy, for you
are the only boy captain I ever heard of," Mary
replied.
"But how did you manage to get here so
quickly?" asked Dick.
"When I saw the road they were going, I knew
a short cut through the woods would bring me
to a point quite a ways farther down, and then
if they did not pass me, I would know that they
had not come so far as that," was her reply.
Dick nodded appreciat ively.
"When l found that they did not appear when
I thought the time was up, I walked toward the
cabin, and then I met a distressed looking old
woman who was talking to herself and wagging
her herul," continued Mary. "When she saw me
she began begging, but I told her I had no money,
and she went on talking as fast as ever. I heard
something about a r ebel, and followed closely
after her, and then from her disconnec ted talk
made out that some one had been brought to
her house, and if she found her room muddied
or anything taken, she'd have the law. I spoke
to her then and told her I had found a few pennies, and she might have them if she would lend
me her shawl and bonnet for a few moments, that
I would take them back to her house when I
had finished with them."
"But would she trust you?" asked Dick.
"She did when she saw a couple of shillings
in my hand, and dropped the shawl from her
shoulders mighty quick, and fairly threw the sunbonret at me," and Mary Warner laughed at the
recollection.
They had been c11ourhin g down in the woods,
and Dick looked up to see if their flight had been
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discovere d, and at the same time he saw two
horses grazing in a field not far off.
"There are two horses that would come in
handy just now," he whispered to Mary.
"Where? "
Dick pointed toward them.
"They belong to the Cowboys and have been
turned out to graze," she said.
"I mean to have them I" and Dick crept carefully around, keeping out of sight until he came
up with the horses.
It did not take him long to get them both, and
he led them back to where Mary was watching
hlm.
.
In a trice they had both mounted and were
off toward the camp of the Liberty Boys.
"They will be mighty surprised when they go
into that back room and find the old woman's
bonnet and shawl, but see nothing of the old
woman herself or their prisoner! " laughed Mary,
when they had ridden on a little way.
"I can imagine that their surprise will be a
little vehement ly expressed ," returned Dick,
dryly.
"I would like to hear what they say!" exclaimed Mary.
"I don't believe you would. Their remarks
are often unfit for a girl's ears,"
Dick expected to see Bob at any moment with
some of the Liberty Boys, but none appeared.
He was prepared to hear the Cowboys coming
after them, for even if they had not missed Dick
they !night have discovered the loss of their horses.
"Those Cowboys know how to pick their animals," said Dick, as he touched up the horse he
was riding, and he responded immediat ely, despite
the fact that he showed he had been already ridden some distance that morning.
·CHAPTE R VII.-Liv ely Times -on the Road.
As they rode along they saw a man coming
toward them on horseback whom Dick at once
recognize d as Gregory, the Tory, otherwise "The
Wildcat."
"There is that bad Tory whom we are going
to tame," he said to Mary. "You will see how
he will abuse me."
"He is a wicked man," replied the girl, "and
even if he were not a Tory, I would not wish to
have anything to do with him."
Riding on, they sho1tly came face to face with
Gregory rfe"ar the bridge, the man saying, with a
scowl:
"Beg my pardon, you miserable young rebel,
or I will shoot you dead! How dare you keep on
your hat in my presence? "
"I did not know that you were the King," said
]Jick, \\i tlt a l 1~ur. h . ··A.; for begging your pardon. I ;;boll d<i ;1 ilhini!· A t he sort ."
.
He was watching the man and saw him suddenly make a move to draw his pistol. In an
instant his own was out and leveled at the Tory's
head.
"Have n care!" he said in a quiet tone. "Now
beg my pardon, you untamed brute, for insulting

me."

The Tory swore roundly, ai.d came on at a gallop as if to ride Dick down.

.
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"Look out!" cried Dick, the warning being
meant for Mary.
Then he fired a shot at the Tory, not to injure
him, but to give him a lesson and to show that
he was not afraid. Mary swerved to one side and
• Dick to another a s the Tory came on.
"The Wildcat" shot b~tween them, but not before Dick .had given him a stinging blow in the
face a s he pa ssed, which caused h im to h owl
in wrath. The Tory quickly turned in his saddle
an d fired a shot at Dick, doing no damage, however, his aim being bad on account of his excitement and rag•'. 0ick fired a nother sho t a s t he
man rode rapidly on, and put a bullet through
the ski r t of his scarlet coat.
"If I had time I would go after the ruffian and
give him another," muttered the young ca ptain.
Hurr ying across the br idge, Dick suddenly saw
a nu m oer of L1bert v Boys, led by Bob E stabrook, riding toward him.
'· 't' here ::u B ob and some of the boys," he said
to Ma ry. "They will be glad to see you and to
hea r what a brave girl you are:" r
" I am noth ing of the sort," laughed Mary. "I
d id not do any more than any other girl would
have done under the circumstances."
" Oh, but I think you did," with a smile.
"No, I did not. Ther e was only a drunken
woman to g et the best of, and then to go to the
cabin and get you out. Any one could have done
that a s well a s myself."
"Every one would not have thought of it," said
Dick, "and you showed g reat bravery. Many
girls wculd h ave been afraid."
The boys saw Dick and set up a shout as they
came on, Bob saying:
"Dick has escaped from the ruffians in some
manner, but it is just as well that we went after
him because you can never tell what may happen
an rl f could not leave him with th ose villain $."
"There is l:\ young lady with him," said Mary,
• who was in ' he rarty. " Do you know her, B ob ?"
"No, but I guess she is a friend of his o:i; they
would not be riding together in such a friendly
manner."
A s Dick and Mary met the boys, the youngcaptain said:
"This is Mary Warner, Boys. She is a good
patr iot and a brave girl. I owe my escape from
t he Cowboys to h er effor ts."
"H urrah fo r Mary Wa rner!" cried Mark, and
all the boys cheer ed.
"I met the Wildcat and put a hole through the
skirt of hi s coat ," continued Dick. "He wanted
me t o beg his pardon."
"What for?" s putte red Bob. "The f ellow's a ssuran ce is r eally most amazing. Why sh ould
you hcg: hi s 1)a <lcn ?"
"Well, I saw n o reason to do so," with a laugh,
"and I t old hi m he ha d t o beg mine. Then we
excha n ged shots."
"I wish you h ad killed the r uffian, or a t least
m ade him a prisoner," muttered Bob. "The
Wildcat should h ave his cla ws clipp ed."
"So he will have, some day," said D ick.
"Yes, but tell u s how you g ot a way, Dick," said
Mark. "and how Miss Warner managed to get
you f •"ee. I know it will make a good story, and
I would like to hear it."
"Well I will tell you later," said Dick, with a

laugh, "but Mary Warner is a very modest young
lady, and she does not think she has done anything, and it will only make her blush if I tell
it."
The boys rode on, Mary Warner saying that
she lived on a side road not far from where the
stone house at the cr ossroads stood. They said
that they would go home with her and went on,
at length coming in sight of Gregory's house and
seeing a crnwd of men on bot h of the roads that
ran past it. Some of these were in half military
unifor m; a nd Dick, upon seeing t hem, said, in a
decided tone:
"Those fellows are Tories and they are encamping on the road so a s to p r event our g oing
by."
"By Jove ! ther e are t ents down the roa d ,"
sputt ered Bob. '· '1'hey are going t o make a cam,:i,
I do believe."
"To be sure they are," r eturned Dick. "I saw
the tents as soon a s I sa w the men."
"They cannot stop you from g etting to your
camp," declared Mary. "Ther e is a road leadin g
from the one on which I live which will take you
there, and you won't have to go out of your wa y
very much."
"They must have come up since I went past,"
remarked Bob, "and by the other road, for we
did not see anyth in g of them on this."
"Come ahead, boys," said Dick. "They do not
see us, yet, and we ca n get the Libert y Boys, go
around the other way, and surprise them. There
is not such a strong forc e but that we can meet
them -and perhaps drive them aw ay."
The boys went to Mary Warner's house with the
brave girl, and then ro de on at a gallop, and at
length reached the ca mp. The boys who had remained behind wer e g reatly excited a nd lost no
time in g etting r eady t o a tta ck the Tories.
"I don't know that t h ey know we saw them,"
observed Dick, " a n d if they don't, the surprise will
be all the g rea·ter. "
"They pr obably think that they will surp r ise
us when they get sett led in their camp," muttered Bob, "and I'd like t o give them the first surprise and send them fi)rin g ."
""Well, we will do tJ1e best we can," r ejoined
.
Dick.
The Liberty Boys were soon ready to go on the
m arch a g ainst the T ories. t he whole t r oop setting out in high spirits. When they ca me in sight
of the st one house they saw that both roads were
occupied by the enemy, t ents being erected along
the bank and sentr ies posted to watch them and
prevent a ny one but Tor ies from p assing.
"I like their assuran ce !" sputtered Bob. "They
have come up in a hu1·ry, an d we ought to dr iv e
them out in just a s big a one."
" Keep on wit h as li t tle noise a s you can unt il
they see us," said Dick , " and t h en make a dash.
They w ill give the alarm and we cannot help
b eing seen, but we must get as near to them as
possible befor e they do see us, so as to make the
surprise greater."
The boys rode on until they were suddenly discover ed by the Tories when quite near to the
hastily formed camp. There was an alarm at
once and the boys dashed forward with a shout
and a rush. Then "The Wildcat" was suddenly
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seen rushing out of a tent and waving a swoi.:.d to
cheer on his followers.
"Down with the saucy young rebels," he roared.
"Drive them back; take their horses; kill the lot
of them!"
The Tories began firing a scattered volley at
the brave lads, who came on with a dash.
".Fire!" shouted Dick. "Drive out the Tories !"
There was a tremedous volley, and many of the
enemy were seen to fall, while others began to
retreat. The men on the other road came swarming- up, and lJ1ck saw that he would have to meet
a large for ce. He attacked the Tories vigorously,
however, leading his gallant fellows with a shout,
determined to do all he could before he fell back.
The attack was so vigorous that the Wildcat,
despite the fierce name that had been given him,
ordered the gates of the place to be opened and
many of his men took shelter in the grounds.
Then the reserves from the other road came up,
and Dick saw that there were many disciplined
men among them and not mere recruits, as were
many of those who had sought shelter behind
the walls. The boys fil'ed a rattling pistol volley, and then waited to be attacked by the enemy, reloading in the meantime. Those behind
the gates, safe from attack, now began firing
upon the Liberty Boys, who could not get at them,
while the ot hers came swarming up, and Dick
concluded that it was wiser to fall back. They
poured in 1.1. solid volley upon the ranks of the
enemy before they retired, howeve:r, and did considerable execution.
"These fellows will not remain here Jong,'' said
Dick to Bob, "for our men will hear of their
being here and they will have to 'retire."
The Tories did not pursue the Liberty Boys,
perhaps being afraid of the very thing that Dick
had suggested, and the brave lads sending some
of the best mounted of the troops to inform the
regulars of the presence of the Tories· at the
stone house at the crossroads.
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"'Who are these fellows"!" thoug~1t Dick. "T hey
may be some of the servants or flun keys."
"HaJJo! lodge-keeper, let us out!" cried the
first speaker.
"All right, J ohn, but be sure and get back
early, for I don't want to sit up to let you in,"
growled the lodge-keeper..
"Then we'll stay all the later."
"You flunkeys think you can do as you please,''
growled the man as he unlocked the ga..e.
"Well, so does the Wildca t, but he can't do
as he pleases with us," retorted the flunkey, "and
he'll find it out when we lea e him some fine
morning."
"Well, you won't get as .good wa,ges anywhere
else, so don't stay too late at the tavern, but
get back before he misses you."
The two men in livery with dark clohks over
their showy clothes came out, and Dick saw them
go off in the direction of the tavern. There
were lights in the grounds, and he knew that
some of the Tories were still encamped there,
and he went on to the other road. This was
where the Liberty Boys had captured the camp
equipage, and there was no one in it, the Tories
not having returned.
"If we can get h old of those fellows we may
be able to enter the grounds," Dick said to himself. "They are likely to remain at the tavern
for some time, once having gotten out."
Looking about him for a short distance an·d
seeing no sign of any more of the enemy, Dick
remounted his horse and rode back to the camp,
telling the regulars on guard that everything was
quiet in the grounds. Seeing Bob, he told him
about the flunkeys, and said:
"We must get hold of those fellow s when they
return and enter the grounds. Once we fac"
the Wildcat he will have little to say."
"Shall you go after the fellow now,. Dick?"
asked Bob.
"No, for there are still a number of men in
the grounds, and it is not likely that the two
footmen will return till morning. They will
r<>main at the inn all night, you may be sure."
"Yes, I suppose
tipsy
CHAPTER VIII.-What Happened In the Stone in the morning." they will, and be pretty
·
House.
"We will be on· the lookout for them in the
morning," observed Dick, "and then I think that
When it was quite dark, there having been no I can get into the place and have a talk with this
ala r m heard from the neighborhood of the stone troublesome Tory. Once he is face to face with
house, Dick rode off on Major to have a look at a determined fellow I do not think he will talk
the place and see what was going on. He found so bold."
a few of the r egulars near the house and hea1·d
"Very likely not,'' laughed Bob.
from them that the Tories had retired, but that
In the morning Dick set out with a few of thfl
they Uiought there was still quite a nu_mber of boys to look for the two fiunkeys. He found
them within the grounds. He went on cautiously, fewer regulars in the neighborhood of the stone
therefore, dismounting after a time and going house than before, and learned that the Tories
ahead quietly, keeping his eyes and ears open had left the place.
for anything suspicious. Nearing the gate, he
"Gregory is there yet, is he not?" he asked.
hemd some one talking1 and stood close to the
"No, he went off somewhere this morning and
wall and listened.
he has not come back."
"He's in a temper to-night," said some one.
Dick and the boys rode on past
house, and
"He always is, for that matter," muttered some at length saw the two flunkeys the
one else, ~'but I'm going out just the same, and the road in a very tipsy condition. coming alorig
I mean to have a good time."
"We must get hold of them, boys,'' Dick
"When he misses us there will be a row, "Never mind if Gr~ory is not in the house.said.
If
James."
we can get in there it will be something."
"Well, suppose there is? We won't be there
The two flunkeys had not observed Dick and
to hear it, and he'll forget it by the time we get the boys and they secreted themselves in the
back."
bushes tih the two men came along. Then t hey
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suddenly sprang out upon the tipsy fellows
and dragged them into the bushes. The flunkeys
were greatly frightened, but when they discovered that all the boys wanted was to change
clothes with them for a time they did not seem
to mind it. The boys made them remove their ,
livery, powdered wigs and all, and Dick left them
in the bushes with their long cloaks over them
and two of the Liberty Boys to, watch them.
This was not much of a task, however, as the
two fiunkeys promptly went to sleep and snored
like bulls.
Dick and the two disguised boys now went
back to the stone house, and while the young captain hid himself the boys demanded admission of
the lodge-keeper. The latter did not know the
difference, and promptly unlocked the gate, say'
ing:
"The master is in a fine temper, but I don't
know if he has missed you or not. He is busy
sending despatches to the colonel, or getting them
ready, at all events, and maybe-- Hallo!"
The last exclamation was caused by the two
supposed flunkeys suddenly upsPtting him and
taking the keys from him. Then the boys,
who were Ben and Sam, gave a wh istle, and
Dick quickly came up and entered. The man
was bound and gagged and left in the bushes,
and the.n, shutting the gate, the three boys hurried to the house. There were no Tories on the
grounds, and therefore no one to oppose the progress of the young uatriot captain as he hurried
forward. They entered the house and went into
one of the large rooms on the ground floor at
the front of the double hall, where Dick had seen
the Tory before. The two boys went in first,
seeing Gregory walking up and down in a meditative attitude and not at first noticing them.
'£here were a quill pen, an ink horn and some
papers on the table, and it was evident that the
men had just been writing. He looked up, saw
the boys, and snarled:
"I have been waiting for you two blockheads
all the morning to do an errand. Where have
you--"
Then he suddenly caught sight of Dick and
began to swear roundly. Sam and Ben sprang
forward and seized him, although not witl:out
considerable trouble. A chair was overturned and
the papers on the table were scattered about.
"Keep · quiet, Wildcat!" said Dick, ~lern ly,
pointing a pistol at the Tory. "Hold him, boys.
If he makes too much trouble tie him up."
The Tory did not yet realize that the two
flunkeys were two of the Liberty Boys, but
glared savagely at Dick. The young captain
went to the table and picked up a document
which he hastily glanced OYCl'. It was the plan
of an attack to· be made upon the patriots, and
was addressed to Colonel Delancey, of the Loyalists, sometimes called· Cowboys, and was a mo$t
importc.nt paper. It had been only lately w1·itten, Dick could see, and was probably one of the
despatches which the lodge-keeper had spoken of.
As the two supposed flunkeys held the Tory,
Dick pointed at the document with his pistol and
said:
.
"This is your handwriting'!"
The Wildcat glared at Dick and refused to
answer. Then Dick turned the pistol upon him.
"Tell me!" he said, firmly.

"Yes, it isl" the man snarled, "but you cannot
escape me. Hallo ! come in here and catch this
rebel!"
"Be silent!" commanded Dick. "Gag him, boy::.,
if he makes another loud sound."
"How dare you come into my house, you miserable rebel?" the man muttered in rage. "That
I.is my private correspondern::e. What right have
you got to look at it"? You are an impudent
scoundrel, and--''
"This may be your private correspondence,
Gregory," Dick replied, "but it concerns us very
nearly, and you will find that it will get you
into trouble. You are not only a Tory, but are
plottiHg against us, and yo!l will find that this
is dangerous work. Bring him along, boys. He
i,; a very important JJrisoner."
"The Wildcat" tr1ed to escape. but Ben and
Sam were strong, sturdy fellows, and now Dick
clapped his pistol to the man's head and said, in
the sternest tones:
"If you make any trouble we will take a dead
man instead of a live one from the house, so take
your choice."
The boys took the cloth from the table and
bound the Tory's hands behind him, then hurrying him out of the house and along the broad
walk toward the gate. They had left this unlocked, although it was closed, and now Dick
swung it open and said :
"Put the man on one of the ho1·ses and call the
other boys while I release the lodge-keeper. He
has been a prisoner long enough."
The boys hurried the Tory out at the gate and
sounded a shrill whistle to bring the boys to tho
spot, but at the same moment there waf; a clatter of hoofs, and around by the other road came
a lot of Tories who were at once recognized as
some of Delancey's men. \\·ith them was Bill
Burgess, who gave a shout and cried:
' 1There's some of the Liberty Boys!"
Then the "Wildcat," although bound,.suddenly
sprang away from the boys and roared at the
top of his voice:
"Dick Slater is in the grounds; catch him!"
Ben and Sam quickly threw off their livery
coats and shouted to Dick, who had already heard
the alarm given. The boys came dashing up just
ahead of the Tories with the horses, and Dick
and his companions were quickly in the saddle
and flying down the road at full speed. The
Tories pursued them, ihing a volley, but the
boys' horses were too speedy for the enemy to
overtake, and the plucky fellows escaped.
"I am sorry we lost the Tory," muttered Dick,
"but it could not be avoided, I suppose, unles.s we
had been earlier at the spot."
The regulars on the road, seeing the boys coming, hurried t o their assistance, and the Tories,
thinking that there was a strong party of them,
:(ell back.
"I have an important document here," said
Dick to the leader, "and Mr. Wildcat Gregory
will find himself in trouble. There was every
evidence that he wrote this, but he told me he
did, and then it is enough to find such a document
/in his possession."
Dick and tl-ie boy::, now went on, Ben and Sam
putting pn their uniforms and getting rid of
their tawdry finery, at which the others boys had
a good la ugh.
{;,_
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"¥l e rn u :4- c; "0 1 ~l '"' p;e, 1!:1 · ~1 1 n t c ncc," said l )'ck .
"If th e L: :;::rty :3;;ys cannot drive out this T o1·y
alone, we will get help. "

CHAPTER I X.- T he Att ack On the Wildca t's
Den.
Dick and the boys rode at a good gait and did
not stop till t hey had reached the camp of the
general. Here 'they reported the condition of
affa irs at t he stone house, and agreed t o r out out
t hE: T ory either a lone or wi lh assistance. It was
consider ed best t o send a stron,g force, ai;id early
in the after noon this was despat ched, Dick having already retu rned to the camp to prepare the
boys for what was about to happen. The ?oys
were all ready by the time the regulars arrived,
eve1·ything h aving been s een to, a nd mu skets,
pistols, swords, _si:ddles an d a ll the accouterments
in t he best con dition.
When t he soldier s arrived, the combined forces
set out at a gallop for t he stone hou se at the
crossroads, the den of t he. Wildcat, as Bob expressed it. T here were tJ:iick roads and swa ml!~
on two sides, but the Liberty Boys .and then
allies attacked the place on t he other sides, making a breach in the walls, an d forci ng the gates
despite t he r esistance of. some of D.elancey's
Refugees and Cowboys. When the patnots for ced their w-e.y in these made a rush for the rear,
being prevened from getting to t he house by the
rapid advance of the Liber t y Boys. 'They escaped
over t he wall at the back, arrd Dick and a strong
part y of the brave boys got in to the h<!use, hoping to catch the "Wildcat" a nd draw his claws.
The man may have a n t icipated that the ~ou se
would be attacked, and had alrea?Y l eft it, or
he may have made his escape w~ile the at ta.ck
was g oing on. At any rate, they did not find hub
after searching the house fr om t op t o bottom
and going all t hr oug h t he grounds. They captured the lodge-keeper and a number of the
servants and from these they lear ned that the
man had lef t for par t s unknown shortly after
the boys h ad been ther e in t~e morning.
.
"We must capture t his Wildcat and tam~ him,
Dick " declared Bob, "and we cannot stay m one
spot .' We might roam all over the norther!l part
of Westchester county before we catch him, as
he is likely to be wary now that he must know
we are after him."
"Very true, Bob," ag reed Dick, "and we must
not let him get too far away from us or the
scent may grow cold."
T he boys made their camp somewhat nearer
t ) the stone house than before, so a s to be nearer
the enemy should they advance, and then ~et
tled down for the night, it being by . .that time
we:ll on to sunset and supper. The dmner went
off all right, and after dark Dick. took Bob and
st arted off up t he road to re~oni:oiter, not. knowing if t here might be enemies m t he neighborhood. They set off on a road litt le t r aveled as
being a place more likely to find Cowboys or
Refugees, and a.t length Dick saw a light ahead
of them, and said:
'f . · a
"There is sDme one, but I don'~ know l. i;, is
camp :fire that we see or a light m a cabm.
Going on cautiously, they at length saw t.bat

th e light pl'uceeJcd :frn>n a ca bin on t he rr'.;?; J of
t he woods, a nd advanced towa l'd it w;th ;ittle
noise. It was back a little fr om the road, but
t hev kep ~ on a s they were goi ng un til they
could sec two men through t he window of the
caLin, and then !1eard voices. These were those
of G1·egory and t he spy, the pret ended blind
begga r . The boys quickly di smounted and hurried forwar.d, maki·n g as lit tle noise a s possible
s0 as not to alarm the men in the cabin. There
wer e scraps of muslin curtains before the t wo
win dows, but t he boys had seen the ou tlines of
t he two men who sat at a table, t heir heads close
together, evidently examining some grou nd plan
that was spread out on the t able before them.
There was a hole in one of the curtains, or
J'a thcr both cu rtains were more or Jess in shreds,
so the two boys had no difficulty jn seeing into
the room . The cabin was probably a meeting
place for the Cowboys, being set in t he mid st of
the wood and likely to esca pe obser vation, or, if
seen, would be taken to be the abode of some
re cluse or a deserted cabin. Each of the two
boys post ed himself a t a window and covered his
man. Dick gave the signal to wait , for the window pane was broken and he wanted to fin d out
if he could hear what they were saying.
"I may learn something of importance !" he
mu t t ered un der his b reath. "They a re evidently
consul ting about something 1 and I would like to
know what it is."
Dick di d not realize t he precarious condition
of the b roken window pane, for, a s h e put his
ear closer to t he window, the cockade on his hat
hit t he broken g lass and sent some of the pieces
fl ying into the r oom. At the sound of the splint ering glass t he two men sprang from the table,
Gregory cr ushed the pa per into his pocket, while
t he pretended blind beggar overturned the candle,
put ting ou t the light. The inside of t he r oom
was in utter dar1mess, and it wa s impossible 'even
to see the for ms of the two men, but Dick ccmld
hear a steal thy movement, as if they were -trying t o get away. H e was angry with himself at
his ma ladroitness in disclosing his p r esence, although he was sure that neither of the two men
had seen him, and merely su spected that some
enemy was around.
"They may not even be sur e tha t t her e are
enemies about , but took the precaution in case
there might be," thought Dick. "They do not
knaw that the noise was not caused by some
small wood animal or -even a cat. They must
have signals, so that if one of their own number
was around he could let the others know."
The windows were too small to permit even a
boy to pass through, and therefore it would be
impossible for the men to escape in that way.
Dick stationed Bob at the front door, and then
went around the h ouse to see if there was any
othe1· way by which they might leave the cabin,
but could find none. He was careful not to make
any more noise, and his footfalls could not be
heard, he was sure, inside the house, even if
the two men were list ening intently. He could
find not hing to reward his · search, so he crept
around to where Bob was standing guard, and
whispered:
"We will have to get inside in some way."
It was a dangerous undertaking to beard those
two . men in . their lair, one a veritable wildcat
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in his proclivities and t enacious strength, and
the other one having a powerful physique, des pite his pretended infirmity and his stooping
gait. The two boys would have the disadvantage
of being in what light there was even though
the night were a dark one, while the fugitiv es
could remain in t he corners and take aim at the
intruders, whose forms would be distinct as they
ent ered the door, should they succeed in ba t t ering
it down. Dick was at a loss how to proceed, for
he was fully aware of the dangers that threatened the success of his attempt to secure the two
Tories.
"The only thing for us to do, Bob," he whisp ered at length to his lieutenant, "is to smoke
them out."
"We certainly cannot break into the cab in and
catch them," answered Bob in the same low tone,
that did not carry beyond the ear for whom the
\\'Ords were intended.
The house was old and dry, and there was
plenty of dry leaves and brushwood around, so
in a short time they had gathered a su;f1cient
quantity to heap under the windows, and around
to the back, where several chinks showed throu1g·h
the logs. As Dick was depositing a load carefully
down in front of one of these, working slowly so
a s to maI-e no sound, a shot came whizzing close
to his ear.
"They must know what we are doing! " was his
first though t. ';We mus t lose no time," was his
second.
For all they worked so busily, either Bob or
Dick had kept an eye on the one door of the
ca bin, so that t here should be no chance for the
two men to get away. In a moment or two the
brush was burning, not very brightly, but sufficiently vigorously to make a den se smoke. They
had piled most of the brush on the ~1 d~ of the
cabin where the wind would blow i ;; rnto the
house and then they took up their station, one
on e~ch side of t he door, waiting for t he two
men to make a dash out into the opening, awa y
from the choking, blinding smoke that was pou r ing in the cabin.
CHAPTER X.-A Chase In the Dark.
The fires continued t o cr ackle and to throw
out large clouds of smoke; occasionally an owl
would hoot in the woods, th e leaves would rustle
a little louder, the wind to blow a little fresher,
but inside the cabin all was still.
" I'm tired of this, Bob!" muttered Dick.
"It's very str ani;e, Dick. They might be smothered; don't you t hmk it possible?"
"No Bob; I'm thinking instead that they are
down in the cellar, and unless there is some sort
of an underg r ound outlet, that we have got to
root them out."
"That's so, Dick! Strange we didn't think of
that befor e."
Dick went out into the open, where he saw a
small rock, which he picked up in his arms and
brought toward the cabin, and then when near
the doo1-, he hurled it with all his strength against
the planking. There was a creaking and a crash,
the sound of rending timbers, and then the door
fell inward. They waited some seconds to see if
any sign of life came from within,. and none

coming, Dick took h is way cautiously into the
cabin.
The room was da rk, bu t Bob brought in a flaming ember, fo r now t hey felt quite sure tha t their
quaHy had fled, a nd by it s flickering light saw
that t hey were t h e only pel'sons in the roon1.
Then Dick got a t orch also, quickly improvised
from a t ough piece of pine kindling ch at h e foun d
on t he hea r th , and which he ig ni ted from B ob 's
flal'ing stick, and then began a search ru·oun d
the single r oom of the cabin for a door leading
down to a cella r benea th. By sounding the floor ,
\Yhich was of planki ng, they soon beca me con vinced that there was a cellar beneath, and then
they still had hopes of catching their men. There
were inside shutters to the two windows, an cl
tj1ese the boys w1·enched off, bound about each
part of an old quilt, which they divided between
them, and which t hey found on a bunch of s tra w
in one cor ner, and, using these a s buffers again st
any bullets the men might fire if t hey found
themselves cornered, the two boys , finding the
door leading into the cellal', prepared to descend.
They did not take their torches with them at
first, not wishing to make two shining targets
of themselves. But all their precautions were unnecessary, for there was no one below. They
easily found the outlet to the cellar, and Dick
took its general direction. He run up the rude
wooden s teps and out of the cabin into the open,
going in the direct ion whence he thought the unde1·ground passage led.
He found the bed of a dried-up watercourse
and on followin g· it up, saw a hole big eno ll1"'h
to admit a ma n's body passing th r ough. He
called throug h t he hole and h eard Bob's answer :
''Come on through the passag e, I. think it is
perfectly safe, fo r there a re fr esh footprints
all around," he shouted.
"Coming! " sounded t hr ough the hole, and in a
fow moments Bob a ppear ed, his clothes rather
streaked with earth, b ut otherwise unharmed.
By the light of their torches they could see the
prints of the boot s, for the bed of the stream
was a little da mp, and showed that there had
bee some one wa lking the1·e very recently.
They rode on in the da rkness, altho ugh n ot
out the r oad ther e was more li ght than in the
woods ~vhere t he cabin was sit u a t ed. The road
curved consider ab ly a little farther on, and Dick
said:
"They would probably come out somewh ere
abou t here, Bob, fo r t hey no doubt would be
famili ar with the short cut."
H e g ot down from his horse, and soon saw the
marks of men's boots, that showed h im his surmise had been conect.
"I don 't know of any place just about here
where they could g et horses, Bob, do y ou?" a sked
Dick, thoug htfully.
"Not unless a t that place where those people
moved in r ecently from the city, Dick. "
!. They rode on a mile fa r ther, not seeing any
one on the way, and then r ea ched the house Bob
had spoken of , and which now showed a light
in one of the lower rooms.
All of the house, which was of good size, was
dark except the one room where they had seen
the light, and which was on the ground floor.
Dick dismounted and went cautiously, t oward the
window and peeped in through a ,chink in the
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board shu tter that was drawn u µ, :ind through
which t he ligh t had shone ou t. As befor e Dick
rnw a tab le in t he middle of the room, t hi s t ime
lighted by several candles in stead of one, a nd
ther e being three me n a roun d it in place of t wo.
"Ther e they are, Bob ," Dick said, as he came
Lack t o where B ob wa s waiting with the two
horses, "th e Wildcat, the blind begga r and a
t hird man, wh om I do not kno w, a n d t hey a re all
studying something· lying on the t able."
The horses wer e led a r ound t o a side door,
which was soon opened a nd two men came out,
jumped up onto t he horses, a n d wi ih a good-night
to some one withi n , galloped down t he roa d,
without the slightest idea that their a ctions were
being watch ed b y two det ermined boys , who had
started out to ca pture -th em. The boys dashed
after them , expectinig every moment to see the
men in fro nt turn to see who was following them.
They did n othing of the kind, however, perhaps
theil' ow n horses made such a clatter that they
did n ot hea r the sound of the oncoming horses
behind.
"We will ride up on each side of them , Bob,
a s soon a s the road is wide enoug h, a nd wi t h a
pi st ol at t he head of each, I think we can master
them. "
.
The men a hea d seemed to be in a g reat hurry,
fo r th ey urged on their h orses cr uelly, it being
as mu ch a s those of t he two boys could do to
keep up with them, a nd both were except ionally
speedy animals, especially Dick 's black A rabia n,
Maj or, th ere n ot being so f ast a hor se a nywhere
aroup d. The boys hastened their pace, gaining at
every s t ep on t he men in front, who n ow for the
fi rst ti me seemed to be aware t h at t hey were
b eing pursu ed. They t urned a s the soun d of the
hor ses coming a f ter t hem reached their ears, a n d
could j ust distingu ish t he forms of the h orses
and riders in t h e darkness. Then there came
the swish of t he whip, a n d t h e horses ahead darted forward, the men yelling at them and lashing t h em at every step.
"The sooner we get them the better it w ill be
for those poor animals, Bob !" exclaimed Dick.
T hey urged on their horses, t he road now
growing wider a s Dick said it would, and th ey
were almost even wi t h the men, who continued
to yell at the top of their voices and t o use t h e
whip at the same time. Then Dick and Bob r ode
up, one on each side, each pressing a pistol at
the head of his men, and commanding him to
stop. The two men paid no atten tion, and then
came a n ominous click, and they drew rein, at
the same time giving a shou t that caused the
hills around ab ou t to echo and reecho their voices.
Tb.en the two boys understood the meaning of
their racket, for out of the darkness there came
riding tward them a number of men on h orseback.
"Cowboys !" exclaimed Dick a nd Bob in one
breath, and they lowered th e
pistols, turned
t heir horses sharply abou t , and galloped off as
quickly as possible, for a moment more and
t h ey wou ld have ridden right ihto a company of
Cowboys, whom the Wildcat and t he blind beggar
w ere evidently expecting t o meet.
Some of the Cowboys came t hun dering after
them, a nd shots whizzed n ear their h eads, but
the r oad was rough and the n ight dark, the
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boys h ad the swifter horses a nd they laughecl
at their pursuers.
CHAPTER XL-Purs ued and Pursuing.
Dick and Bob r eturned t o the camp after the
escape of the t wo men they had been purs uing
so steadily, convinced that nothing could be done
at that time. In t he mornin,g ther e came r eports
that Colon el Gree ne, w ho had been so a ctive in
the defense of For t Mercer, on t h e Delaware, and
who was living quietl y a fe w miles from where
t h e boys were encam ped, had been attacked and
murdered in his house by a pa r ty of men su pposed
to be some of Delancey's Loyalists.
The girls came to the camp soon after breakfas t and said they were going home, having found
some one who was a bout t o start fo r Tarrytown
in a coach. Mark Morrison wa s left in charge
of the camp, being t horoughly r eliable, and then
Dick and Bob set out with t he girls. The latter
had met with no opposition while going to the
camp, but now when t hey and the boys were
about half a mile awa y, they suddenly heard a
great disturbance_ on the r oad just a head of them,
and t hen from a side r oad ca me a lot of rough
looking men, whom Dick recognized as a part
of the Cowboys with whom they had already
had ha d some trouble.
"We will have to go back and take another
r oad, Bob," he said in haste. "There are t oo
many of these ruffia ns for us to manage, a nd particularly with the g irls in our company." ,
The men coming on r ecognized t he boys by
th eir uniforms and set u p a t remend ous shout a s
they ur1ged their horses fo r ward at full speed .
The boys and girls rode on at .good speed, a nd
shoi-tly Dick saw a road ahead of him, a nd said:
T ake the road t o the righ t, girls. You will n ot
be seen for some time on account of the t rees
and bushes. I am going t o lead these ruffians 01 1
1o the carn!J a n d set the Liberty Boys after them .
T hey probably do not know that we are so near."
The girls went down t he road Dick had pointed out, and by tak ing it they weuld h ave to
go only a short distance out of their way. The
boys rode on at good speed, the Cowboys racin).;
after them a n d -firing a volley, hoping to do some
mischief if they could not catch the plucky fel lows. T hey did not n otice that the girls had lef.
the boys, the latte)i stirring up considerable dust .
and they passed 'the road taken by Alice an d
Edith without s uspecting anything. Dick and
Bob slackened their speed after this in ordel"
t o lead the Cowboys on, the ruffians thinking
that they were gaining and coming on at a
faster rate.
Some of the boys were patrolling the r oad,
when Dick and Bob s uddenly appeared, an d in a
moment the youn g· captain signaled to them .
Some of them at once hurried back to the camp,
new not far away, wh ile th e rest came on wi th
a rush. Then the Cowboys suddenly sa w tha;:
instead of two Liberty Boys there were six, and
they came· to a halt. Seeing only six boys, and
not knowing that the camp was so n ear, t hey
came on again , yelling and shou t ing a n d expecting t o intimidate the boys with a lot of noise.
T he boys halted in the mdidle of the r oad and
prepar ed to meet th~ enemy, knowing tha t t here
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would be many more boys to help them in a short
time. It was sooner than they expected, for
su ddenly Ben Spurlock, Sam Sanderson, Harry
Judson and seven or eight of the boys came dashing up, Ben saying quickly:
"There will be a lot more here in a f ew moments, captain. Mark is sending them on as
fa st as he can."
"Come on, boys, forward!" shouted Dick.
In a moment the plucky boys dashed ahead and
the Cowboys suddenly found themselves opposed
by a determined lot of brave boys, who were
tl:oroughly in earnest and meant to give thefr
enemies a ll the punishment possible.
The Cowboys fired a scattering valley a s the
boys came on, and one or two r eceived minor
hurts, but nothing serious.
" Forward, down with the Cowboys !" shouted
llick. "Let them have it, boys! Fire!"
At once there was a blaze and a rattling discharge, and then other boys wer e seen coming
up, and the Cowboys turned and fled. After them
went the brave boys, determined to scatter them
a nd to prevent their coming together again for
rnme time. The boys ran down some of them
and made them prisoners, these being turned
over without delay to the general in command
t o punish a s he saw fit. Several horses were capt ured, and that band of CowJ:>oyss so scattered
t hat ther e was little chance -of their ever uniting
again, particularly as the men who were capt ured were promptly hanged as a reward for
their many crimes, everyone knowing them to be
. notoriolls outlaws.
After the dispersal of the Cowboys, Dick and
Bob rode on after the girls and reached the
house of their friends not very long after their
safe arrival there.
"We had a brush with the Cowboys," said Dick,
"and scattered them, and now I think you will
be safe. However, I should lose no time in gett ing away."
The boys saw them on their road and then
set off in another direction to reconnoiter. The
boys were reaching a wild district lying along
the river when they came to a dilapidated looking house, standing a bit back from the road,
a nd saw -a man suddenly come to the window.
"There is the supposed blind man now," muttered Dick. "Don't let him know that you saw
him, but ride on past the house."
The man quickly went away from the window,
and Bob went on, Dick suddenly dropping back
when hidden from the house by some bushes,
and then jumping off his borse and hur rying towa r d the house. Reaching the side of this, he
ian along to the rear, giving Bob a stgnal. At
the back of the house he saw the spy suddenly
appear and then dart back indoors. Bob had
ridden past the place, but now he suddenly halted
and came back quickly on foot. The spy was
about to run out the front door, when he saw
Bob, and hurried back.
"We know you are here, spy," shouted Dick,
"so you might a s well give yourself up."
Then he signaled to Bob again, and the two
boys approached the house cautiou sly, one in
front and one at the rear. An old woman came
to the back door and said to Dick:
"What you rebels want? I'm a law-abidin'
woman an' never made no trouble for you nor

nobody. Th ere ain' t n o one in the house 'ceptin'
myself. That man went out at the front door
when you fu st come to the rear. "
" We are coming in, ma'am," Dick went on.
"We shall not harm you, but we must have the
spy."
Dick then wen t for ward, p assed the woman
and entered the kitchen, pistol in h an d, and keeping a sharp lookout for danger. Bob now pushed
open the fron t door a nd signaled t o Dick, the
signals used by the boys being nat u r al sounds,
and not likely t o be noticed by person s not knowing their sig nifica nce. The boys me t in t he doorway leading from the living room to t he front
hall of the house and exchanged glances. Then
Dick h eard the cr eaking of a door somew here
behind him.
"The fellow has gone down cellar, B ob," he
said.
CHAPTER XIl.-Taming the Wildcat . .
There was a door from a small bedr oom leading into the hall, and this Dick now open ed and
went in. Then he h eard a door suddenly shut
with a bang and darted forward, t h r owing open
the windows of the sleeping room.
"Run outside, Bob," he said quickly. "The
fellow has gone down cellar by a trap in the floor
of the bedroom, and there may be a way out at
the rear. Hurry and you m ay catc h hi m. "
Dick pulled up the t r ap-door and saw a gleam
of light in one corner, and so knew that the man
was getting away. He jumped into t he cellar
and ran forward, hearing a shot as he did so.
Hurrying to the cellar opening, he hea rd an other
shot, and then saw the spy dodge aroun d t he corner of the house.
"After him, Bob!" called Dick.
Then he sprang out of the cellar and followed
Bob. The spy hurried on as fa st as he could,
throwing a side his coat so a s t o make better
headwav, and rushing on at full s peed. The
way grew wilder and wilder, and n ow t he
shadows began to gather fast, a n d it was impossible to see the trail any longer, so that they
had to take whatever path ·they coultl . wh ich was
probably what the spy had g one.
Dick knew the general direct ion of t h e r oad,
and struck into it instead of g oing back t h e wa y
he had come, havinig long er to g«,t bu t a better
road to travel. Reaching t he r oad. th ey walked
on till within hailing distance of the horses,
when they signaled to them , and in 1 short time
the intelligent creatures came t r ott ing up. It
was quite dark when the two buys re ,1c!1ed th e
camp, and Mark and the other s were beginning
to wonder what had become of them, a nd we r e
even thinking of sending some one out lo look
for them. They were most heartily welcom ed,
therefore, when they came, an d a Ehout wen t
up all around the camp.
For a day or so everything was (1uiet , but the
Liberty Boys did not relax thdr vigilan ce, being
on the look-out at all times a nd knowmg that
the very moment they ceased 1.o keep a watch,
that would be the time when the enemy would
eppear and do a lot of mischief. Dick, Bob and
a few of the boys were out on the road beyond
the stone house a day or so after the chase o!
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the spy, when they saw Mary Warner come
dash ing along the road on horseback.
"Oh, captain, hurry!" she cried, as soon as she
came up, "that villain is beating· a boy, and he
a grown man."
"What villain, l\'.Iary?" asked Dick, riding on
as the girl wheeled and rode alongside.
"The Wildcat!" said Mary.
Then Dick dashed ahead, Rob bein,g close behind, and as he turned t h e bend in Lhe road he
~eard a scream, and saw Gregory, with a long
whip in his hand, beating a boy of ten or eleven
years, who was unable to get away.
"Hallo! stop that!" cried Dick.
Th en h e leaped out of the saddle when going
at full speed, and snatched the whip out of the
Tory's hands.
"I'll tame you, you young· rebel!" the man was
saying.
Then he suddenly ~top pe d in sheer amazement
ht. he found himself without a weapon. He started to run, but Dick cracked the whip viciously
and caught him in t he calf.
"How do you l\ke it yourself, you Tory bully?
If any one needs taming it is you, I am thinking."
"The Wildcat" tried to escape, but Dick kept
pace with him and plied the- whip vigorously.
"Stop that, you rebel?" howled Gregory.
."Ask me to stop without calling nie a rebel,"
said Dick, snapping the ,,·hip dangerously near
the man's ear.
"Stop that, I tell you!" roared the Tory, jumpi1~g back a foot or more in great alarm.
"Say 'please' first,'' said Dick.
He accompanied the command with another
crack of the whip so close that Gregory thought.:
ht: was going to catch it and jumped again, this
time tumbling over backward into the ditch,
which he had not observed. The boys fairly
roared, and then Gregory c1·awled out of the
ditch. looking very crestfallen.
"Why was the man beating you?" asked Dick
of the boy whom he had rescued from the Tory.
"He said I Wai' a rebel, and that my father was
robbing h :m, and that if I didn't say 'Long Live
the King and down with the rebels,' he would
skin me alive."
Gregory was making off, when Dick snapped
the whip viciously and said, sterply:
•·Stop where you are! Beg this boy's pardon I"
The Tory hesitated. Dick snapped the whip
more viciously than before.
''. I beg the boy's pardon," growled the Tory.
"Now beg mine and that of all the boys here,''
said Dick.
"I beg all your pardons, confound you!" sna1·led the man.
"You are not shovving the proper spirit," · said
Dick. "Do you want me to tame you some more?
I don't think you have ,got enough yet."
"Confound you, I'll give it to you worse than
this when I get a chance!" roared the Tory.
"You will, eh?" and Dick snapped the whip
again, but did not touch the man.
However, he thought he was going to get it,
and roared out in great alarm:
"No, I won't; stop that, I've got enough !"
"Say you beg our pardon," said Dick, firmly.
"I beg your pardon," mutlered the pretty well
tamed Wildcat," in a low tone, his face · crimson
with shame.

"That will do," said Dick, "but I cannot let
you go yet. You are under arrest as a dangerous person and an avowed enemy of the country.
Take him back to the stone house, boys."
The Tory was marched back, dripping with
dirty water, to the house where once he had
lorded it over the neighbors, and the Squire was
called, and he was taken before the officer in
charge. He was then locked up and word was sent
to the general apprising him of the man's arrest
and asking for further instructions.
CHAPTER XIII.-The Spy Caught Napping.
Gregory was detained as a dangerous character and also held as a prisoner of war, the
part he had taken against the patriots warranting a proceeding. With his property confiscated
and himself a prisoner, the "Wildcat" was greatly tamed, and not at all like the arrogant fellow
he had once been. While he was detained in the
house that had once been his, a prisoner of war,
the Liberty Boys came upon a party of Delancey's rpen on the other side of the Croton, routed
them and took a number of prisoners, as well as
a considerable amount of camp supplies, which
were of great use to the young patriots. bick
suspected that the actvity of the Loyalists was
due to the fact that Sii' Henry Clinton, then in
command of the British forces in New York,
was CGntemplating some move against the patriots, and he determined to discover what this
was.
The boys were told to be more than ever on
the lookout, and Dick, himself, determined to
learn something, and, shortly after putting the
boys on · the look-out, set out along the road
tward the district where the Tories had been
most active to see what he could learn. He was
ct;sguised as an ordinary boy of the regio,n, and
rcde a horse not likely to attract attention, Major
being too well known to the enemy to be taken
along. At the same time, Bob Estabrook, also
disguised and riding an ordinary horse, set out
along a different road, but one which would eventually bring him into the same one that Dick
was on. The young· captain rode for some little
distance without meeting very many persons,
none of whom recognized him, and at length he
came suddenly 11pon Mary Warner, riding along
the road at a !air gait.
"Why, captain!" she exclaimed; "I declare, I
was hoping I would meet you, but I never supposed I would."
.
"Is there anything part ic ular the matter,
Mary?" asked Dick, with a smile. "There usually
is when I meet you on the road."
·
"Well, I don't know that there is anything the
matter, captain," the girl replied, "but I believe
that that spy tha t you captured once, and then
had a chase after, is in the neighborhood."
"Do you know hrn, Mary?" eagerly.
"Well, I have heard about him. He is tall and
spare, isn't he ?"
"Yes, and used to pose as a blind beggar."
"He isn't doing that now, but there is just such
a man at a tavern back here a bit, who is talking rather too much against us to be a good
patriot, and I su8pect him to be that spy."
"You h eard him?"
·
"Yes, I stopped to •g et something for my horse,
J.
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and I heard him in the tap-room. They are
all T ories there, and so he was_ safe enough in
one respect, but he talked a little too much to suit
me, and I watched him, and from what I heard
you say about the spy, I believe him to be the
very man."
"How far is it to the inn you mentioned?"
"Not quite h alf a mile. You will see it after
the next t urning. It is on the right-hand side
and has many trees about it. They call it the
King's Inn when there are Tories about, and the
Washington Arms when the patriots are around,
but there are more T ories than patriots there
as a rule.
Dick rode on, and, when in sight of the tavern
Mary Warner had described, saw Bob on the
other road. He met the young lieutenant at the
intersection, and said:
"There will be work for us, Bob, and I am
' fortunate to have met you so soon."
"Is that so, Dick?" in surprise. "What is the
work?"
"The capture of the spy, the blind begga1·."
"Jove! is he in this neighborhood , Dick?"
"Yes, and at the tavern yonder, if Mary Warner is not mistaken."
"Have you seen the girl!" he asked, surprised.
"Yes, just a short time ago, and she told me
about him. Come on a little slowly, Bob, and I
will investigate. If we go together, the fellow
may suspect something because we have been in
company before, but if I go alone he may not
think so much of it."
Dick went on alone, therefore, and stopped at
the tavern, calling for something to eat and
drink. He got a good look at the man whom
Mary had described, and knew at once that he
was the spy. The spy paid little attention to
Dick, evidently taking him to be an ordinary
country boy, and Dick did not seem to notice
him ·at all. 'f..here were several men in the ta_proom, and from their conversation Dick knew
them to be Tories, recognizing several of them
as such, in fact. Presently Bob came in, paid no
attention to Dick, and ordered something to eat
and drirfk. When the men were all in a hilarious
mood, Dick arose quietly, went over to where the
spy sat, and said in a low tone:
"You are not properly attending to your business. There are spies of the enemy about, and
you are watched."
The man started, looked at Dick fixedly, and
a &ked:
"You say there are spies of the enemy about?
Where are they?"
"One is right here and there is another in
that corner with his pistol in his coat pocket
aimed straight at you. Get up and go out withcut delay or you will be taken out a dead man!"
The man gasped and was about to call out,
when he saw a look in the gray-blue eyes of the
young patriot that warned him to be 1'ilent. The
men in the room were making too much noise and
were too tipsy to notice much, and the spy was
{ID his feet, with Dick on one side of him and Bob
en the other, and nearly out of the door before
they realized it.
"Where are you going, Pete?" cried the landlord. "Don't go yet."
"Tell them you have important business," said
·
Dick

"I've got to g0, I've important business," mu ttered the man, t urning pale.
In another minute he was outside.
"Now, Mr. Spy," said Dick, hurrying the fell ow
forward, we want to know what Sir Henry Clinton is doing, what schemes he has on hand that
makes these T ories and L oyalists so active."
The two boys h u rried the man on, and, strong
n ::; he was, he was unable to help himself. He had
been caught napping, in fact, and was not yet
awake. The boys put him on Dick's horse, the
y oung captain riding behind him, after relieving
him of a pistol, and they rode on at a rapid gait.
They hurried him on for some distance , and
then halted near a wood and took him into it.
"What are you going t o do?" he gasped, trembling.
"Make you tell all you know about the enemy;"
said Dick. "Have you any papers? If you have
you may as well give them up, for we will find
them, as you know."
"Clinton is preparin.11: an ex pedition against the
river towns where there are stores, and I have
been sent here to find out all I can about them,"
said the spy, in a constrained voice, evidently
fearing that the boys were going to hang him
forthwith.
He had important papers with him, which he
gave up, and then the boys t ook him to the camp
and turned him over t o the general with the
papers they had secured. Dick also told what he
:tad learned from the spy, and measures were
taken to prevent the redcoats from carrying out
their plans. A stronig force was sent secretly
to the places where the redcoats were to operate,
no one in the neighborhood knowing anything
about the matter, so that there could be no collusion. The result was that the enemy were
greatly surprised and routed, the expedition failing utterly. The spy had been condemned before
this, and after the failure of the expedition, he
was hanged. Gregory, the Tory, became very
meek and mild under confinement, and was no
longer the furious "Wildcat" he had been, Dick
having thoroughly tamed him. He was released
after a month or two in prison, but was kept
under surveillance so that if he committeed any
act of treachery it would be known at once and
he would be again arrested.
The Liberty Boys shortly after this left the
prison and went sought, where they were actively
engaged for some time, so that they did not see
the Tory again in months. He was thoroughly
tamed, however, and made no trouble, evidently
fea1·ing a severe punishment if he made any
trouble or committed any act of treachery. The
Liberty Boys saw Mary Warner from time to
time duril'llg the rest of the time that the war
lasted, and she continued to help them whenever
she could, being as good a patriot and as brave
a girl as ever, and making friends with all the
boys. A few years after the close of the war
she manied a young farmer of the 'neighborhood
and many of the Liberty Boys were at the wedding.
"I thought that perhaps she would marry one
of our boys," observed Mark when he went' with
the Westchester Liberty Boys to, the wedding.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS' GIRL RECRUIT; 01·, SPYING
ON GENERAL HOWE."
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CURRENT NEWS
"LEANI NG TOWER" IN U. S.
Cherokee, Ind., boasts a leaning tower that inclines at a sharper angle than the famous structure in Pisa. It is . a huge silo built of hollow
tiles that started leaning after it was overloaded
with alfalfa.
SOME OF THE BIG SALARIES COLLECTED
BY FILM STARS
$10,000 a week-Mary Pickford, Norma Talmadge, Harold Lloyd, Douglass Fairbanks, Charlie Ch 'lplin, Jackie Coogan.
$7,500 a week-Dorothy Dalton.
$6,500 a week-Gloria Swanson.
$5 ,000 a week-Constanc_e Talmadge, Pauline
Frederick, Larry Semon, Lillian Gish.
$4,000 a week-Tom Mix.
$3 .500 a week-Betty Compson.
$3,000 a week-May McAvoy1Mabel Normand,

Priscilla Dean and Richard Barthelmess, who also
gets a share of the profits.
BOY GETS 4,500 MILE S IN F I VE WEEKS ON
$10
Syd~ey Moshel, 14, has returned to his borne
at 367 Atlantic avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., after
having traveled 4,500 miles in five weeks on $10.
Sydney related his adventures at Nathan Hale
Junion High School, where he is a student between hikes. He took in Suffern, Tuxedo, Newburgh, Kingston, the Ashokan reservoir, Binghamton, Elmira, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Montreal, Toronto, Quebec, Brantford, London, Detroit, Baltimore and '¥ashington, returning home
by way of Atlantic City.
Sydney's Boy Scout uniform, he said, was usual-ly good for a "pick-up" by a passing automobile and often got him a night's lodging.

MY STERY MAGAZINE, No. 146
OUT TODAY !

OUT TODAY!

RE~D

THE GREAT FEATURE STORY

"THE ARGENTINE R.UBY"
It was written by BEULAH and SHIRLEY POYNTER, and is one of the best detective
stories we have ever published. Miss Beula h Poynter is a celebrated author of plays and
can't be beaten at writing detective stories full of pep and excitement.

AN ADDITIONAL FEATURE!
Another magnificent story by that prince of detective literature

George Bronson Howard
We have a number of his truly wonderful stories on hand and are now
issuing the one entitled

"Decoy D ucks"
Every line of this gripping detective tale will hold you spellbound.
can't afford to miss this rare treat;

You

THEN THERE ARE SOME FINE SHORT STORIES
The authors are men of world-wide reputation

READ
''THE CLINCH GARROTE," by N. L. Jorgensen; "MARKED FOR THE HANGMAN"
by Arthur S. Witt; "WASTED EFFORT," by D. L. Radway. Next, there's the fourth i~
stalment of the splendid "Gutterside" series by Neil McConlogue, one vf our best authors
entitled "THE SLAYER OF SELDOM-SEEN." This is certainly one of the most interest:
ing detective stories we have ever issued, and we are sure y~u will enjoy it.

NO END OF SHORT ARTICLES!
As usual we are giving you some of the best little items procurable on odd
subjects of a ll kinds, in addition to the above mentioned material.

Be Sure to Spend 10 Cents for a Copy
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Against The Trust
- OR-

THE YOUNG LUMBERMAN'S BATfLE
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial Story.)
CHAPTER XXIII.-( continued)
"Well, I don't wonder that he laughs when he
looks at the logs all piled bere, instead of being
hauled to the nearest stream that is tributary to
the one that he controls," said Norri s, "for it's a
mystery t o me how we are ever going to get t hem
to Spruceville. Of course, Rough Red and Phil
Casey say t hat we'll have the water, but how they
are going to give it to u s I can't imagine. There
is not an operntion within twenty-five miles of
here that does not have to depend on Tennyson to
get the logs to the sorting booms. He's constructed several clams and gateways, and can control a head of water that is nearly enough ta
break a jam. Well, we're assured that our logs
s.hall go, and what is more, that they shall go first
and we must be satisfied, but I'll never get a full
night's rest until I see it accompli shed.
But Ben Bates had the assurance of a grateful
man who had spoken to him with tears in his
eyes, and t he assurance was backed u p by t he
word of Phil Casey, who was devoted t o him, and
he trusted in those two blindly, and worked himself and the men hard t o get out the timber.
As the time went past Rough Red began to
110bble around the house, and Ben made a pair of
crutches fo r him and lined the parts for his armpits so well t hat the big-ex-foreman grinned when
he first used them.
Little by little he acquired the use of his leg,
and finally threw the two sticks away.
He worked around the h ouse for a week longer
to get his strength and to limber up his leg, and
then he suddenly appeared one morning when the
crew went out , axe in hand.
"Only a workman, boys," he said t o the other
loggers, wh(j looked at him in a curious way. "I'm
here to work with you and to take orders from the
youngest and best wood boss in Maine. If anybody wants to dispute that assertion, I'm in good
enough trim now to back it up. Well?"
And he stopped and glared around him with
some of his oldtime ferocity, but nobody wanted
tJ dispute him.
He worked all day with the men, and obeyed
every order that was uttered by Ben, just the
same as the rest, but was ready all the time to
jump on anybody who might d1ue to jeer at him.
One Sunday Ben was doing some work in the
office, in. order to help out Frank Norris, who was
not very expert at the business, and had been
there some time when he heard the rumble of
voices outside the office window.
TJ1e window was on the sunny side of the office
and snmetimes th e TYJen wer e in the h abit ?f
loungi nii: there on a fine, calm day to smoke then

pipes and talk, and for a few minutes the young
lumberman took no notice of the· hum of conversation, until he h appened to become aware that
the speakers were Rough Red and Phil Casey.
Ben had about finished his work, and he had
·intended t o ask Casey about some matter connected with the operation, so now he approached
the window, which was slightly open to admit
air, and was just about to call t o Phil when he
heard the latter say:
"How long is it since the Twin Cubs was a full
stream?"
" Oh, I should say that it's nearly ten years."
"And was it a s good a head of water as Tennyson's river?"
"Better."
"Oh, you don't mean that, do you, Rough?"
"I certainly do."
"Then why should Tennyson take the trouble
to construct all the dams and gates that he had
to put up?"
"Because he had only small holdings on th~
Twin Cubs, and not nearly as fine a stand of timber as the ones he has been working for years.
Moreover, he had another motive in making the
change."
"What was it?"
" His stream, the one that he controls now,
emptied into the Twin Cubs, so what does he do
but build hjs big dam and assume control of the
river up there on the plea that he had made the
dams and the gateways and . therefore had improved the property, and there was n obody big
enough to :fight him with the trust at his back,
and since then everybody had been sending their
logs to his river, and he has collected Iiis tolls
for carrying them along."
"He simply turned the stream away from the
Twin Cubs, where fifty men were u sing it, and
enlarged hi s own river and increased its carrying
capacity by constructing an immense dam?"
"Exactly."
"And by what rig ht?"
"The only r ight t he trust recognizes in the
woods, 'the righ t of might.'"
There was silence for a moment, and then Phil
Casey said:
"How much hig·her is that stream than Twin
Cubs, would you say ?"
"W'ell, it's no less than two hundred feet."
"Yes, I'll agree to that, and perhaps it's a
trifle more. Now what sized hole would let
through enough water to flood the Twin Cubs
from bank to bank?"
"What do you mean by size, Phil?"
"Well, how wide?"
"The width doesn't matter so much as the
depth. Say that you have a rip in it twenty feet
wide but ten feet deep, and you can imagine the
force of water that would come tearing down.
Why, it would give a bead that would tear away
all the stagings you've put up."
"You bet it would. How many guard that dam
nearest to us?"
" Oh, Tennyson's got three of them on eighthour shifts.''
"And yet you've got the stuff in without being
seen?"
(To be conti nued.)
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GOOD READING
SQUIRREL SWIMS NIAGARA
A 1·ed squirrel successfully swam the rapids
above the American Falls, one of the most dang erous of all r apids.
The squi r r el fell into the stream from a log
a few hun <l red yards above the cataract and was
swept out to the current. It succeeded in reaching a rock ~ ome di stance out in the river.
Reservation employees saw the little animal's
predicament. They obtained a long ladder and
shoved an end out to the rock, thinking the squirrel would scramble over it to shore. But it disdained the improvised bridge and plunged into
the stream , landi ng on the mainland shore, after
a despe ra~e f;truggle only a few feet from the
brink of the falls.
CTI A WLS 4 MILES FOR AID
Dr. 'G. M. Sewall of Portland, Ore., was injured whi le on a fi shing trip with his son, a
youngster of fo ur teen. Dr. Sewall and the boy
left the family mountain cabin near '¥elches, on
the south side of Mount Hood, for a fi shing excursion on the upper Salmon River. They walked
seven miles up t he Salmon and then four miles
more up the south fork of the river, starting their
fishing at t hat point.
They .11 ad scarcely thrown their lines into the
water before Dr. Sewall fel1 through a log jam
from which he was fi shing and broke his right
foot. No help was at hand and it was necessary
for the injured man to crawl the distance of four
miles down the stream to the forest trail.
The boy g a ve what assistance he could and
when the~; reached the trail hurried on and obtained aid. Horse s were brought up from the
camp and Dr. Sewall was taken to the cabin near
Welches and then to Portland by automobile. It
took more than five hours to crawl the distance
of four miles.
A GREAT AFRICAN KING
King Khama of Bamangwato, Africa, is dead
at the age of 94. As a boy David Livingston became interested in him, and so influenced his life
that when he became king of his territory in the
heart of Africa he turned it from heathenism to
such a high plane that when a British escort was
going through that part of ~he dark continent
with travelers, the general said: "You need not
have the wagons watched now, for we entered
Khama's country last night, and none of his people will take anything." He forbade witchcraft
and banished witch doctors in the first year of his
reign. He put an end 1o the killing of weak or
deformed babies, stopped the burying alive of
babies with their dead mothers, he punished
crimes, and finally got rid of beer and whisky.
He greatly admired the wisdom and sincerity of
Queen Victoria, and asked her to protect Bechuanaland, which Great Britain promised to do. In
1903 the king built a $15,000 stone church in
Serowe, his capital, in which are 25,000 people.
King Khama of Bamangwato has made a name
worthy to go down in history.

DAN

O'LEARY,

82, CHALLENGES ALL
WALKERS
Dan· O'Leary, whose feats of walking furnished
some of the big sporting thrills back in the early
part of the present century, is 82 years old, but
he is not yet through walking. In a letter to the
New York Herald O'Leary says that he has been
walking all summer in baseball parks throughout
the country and that he challenges any man in the
world to walk 500 miles for a side bet of from $1,000 to $50,000, with no restrictions as to age or
color or anything else.
The famous walker further challenges his
equally famous contemporary, Edward Payson
Weston, to a walking- contest with Schmihel as a
partner, in ·which O'Leary agrees to walk 100
miles while Weston and Schmihel are each walking 45 mile ~ .
He can till walk six miles an hour and keep it
up for six hours, O'Leary writes, and his stunt
during the last summer has been to walk twelve
times ·around the baseball diamonds, outside the
bases.
O'Leary has long been one of the most famous
walkers this country ever produced, although other sporting events have in late years crowded the
pedestdians from the front. But in the old days
. O'Leary was considered a physical wonder, and
he mu st be even more of a wonder now if he can
do the feats he says he can. Hi s greatest stunt
was walking 1.000 miles in 1,000 hours after physicians had said that no human being could stand
such a strain. In 1908 O'Leary figured that he
had walked 99,000 miles in contests, so that by
this time his figure must be well above the 125,000 mark.
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INTER.ESTING R.ADIO NEWS AND HINTS
WATCH YOUR BATTERIES
Laying a dry battery of any kind, B or A, on
its side will shorten its life considerably. The
battery is made to stand on its end and when
on its side all the moisture on the inside will
gradually go over to th.e under side of the zinc
container and soon eat th1·ough. If your dealer
keeps his dry batteries on his shelf so that
they are in this position, you will do better to
get them somewhere else.
FAULTY CONNECTIONS
After the hookup has been selected and the set
is ready for wiring the following suggestions will
help in connecting the parts correctly the first
time:
Cut out the diagram of your hookup and tack
it onto a piece of cardboard just large enough
to take the diagram. Next take a piece of thin
tracing cloth the same size and tack it over the
diagram. Decide next what wires should be put
in first, so as to avoid any acrobatic stunts of
soldering other wires later on. Then proceed in
this manner: Every time a wire is attached between two terminals trace out its course on the
diagram, using some other color of ink or pencil
than was u sed on the original sketch . Repeat
this process until the diagram has been completely traced. If this scheme is followed the
hookup will be right the fir st time and the set
will function properly provided the apparatus is
good.

u p for t h e listeners. During the most exciting
moments of the short but thrilling DempseyF irpo bout, t he speak stations broke in with t he
most aggravating racket. The writer of these
lines has listened ·to spark stations sending the
test lett er, "V," minut e aft er minu te during
the hei1ght of the evening broadcasting entertainment. Of course, the stock excuse on the part
of spark operators is that broadcasts are either
using inefficient receiving apparatus, which cannot be tuned sharply enough t o eliminate undesired waves, or that the broadcast ers lack the
necessary skill to tune properly-or most likely
both. To which we hasten to r eply that even
with the sharpest kind of tuners, such as the
Reinartz circuit, we have time and again been
unable to eliminate the intense interference from
spark stations. Obviou sly, the r a dio inspectors
have a job ahead of them. T he majority rules,
does it not?
COU PLE RS
The principal di stinction bet ween a loose coupler and a varicoupler Is that the latter has no
provision for adjusting the numbers of turns on
its movable element, which is called the rotor.
T he use to which the varicoupler is put will
determine more or less the number of turns of
wire required in its windings. When used as a
loose coupler between aerial circuit and the grid
circuit of a vacuum tube the fixed coil or stator
should be wound with at least fifty-six turns
with provisions for taking off taps. The moving
coil or rotor is connected to a variometer and to
the filament of the detector tube. Using this
system, a second or plate variometer is used to
secure regeneration between the grid and plate
of the vacu.um tube and the plus side of the B
battery.
When the varicoupler is used in the single circuit system the fixed coil is connected to the
grid and filament of the tube as well as to the
aerial and ground circuits.
A varicoupler used in the single circuit set
should have sixty turns wound on its primary,
with a tap every ten turns for the first fifty
and then every one thereafter. The rotor should
have an untapped winding of about fifty turns.

MULTIPLE POINT CATSWHISKER
The multiple catswhisker called a Variotenser
is a welcome addition t o the radio parts which
make crystal operation easier. Fourteen fine gold
strands are twisted together in a miniature cable. The variottnser replaces the usual single
wire catswhisker. The · end which touches the
crystal is frayed slightly. Thus there are fourteen fine points to feel over the surface with the
corresponding increase in the chances for finding
that most sensitive spot quickly. The wires a1·e so
flexible that_they adapt themselves to the irregularities of the surface very easily. The one or
two which happens to strike insensitive p oints
and so contribute nothing to the detection do not
interfere with the others or detract from the sigSET NOISES
nal strength. This would not be true if the im- ·
recently attributed t o Thoma3
statement
The
the
is
it
As
lower.
were
ystal
pedance of the cr
amount of signal which is bypassed through the A. Edison that radio will die out unless the
frying sounds of the music are eliminated wa s
dead points is negligible.
The advantages of u sing gold strands are that quickly challenged by radio fans who a r e daily
they are extremely flexible and do not rust or receiving radio programmes without "fr ying"
features, and by manufacturers of r eliable radio
corrode.
apparatus, who have reduced static interference
t o a minimum.
INTERFERENCE
"Frying sounds" is one way to describe the
Increasing interference fr om spark stations is peculiar noise which static causes in a r eceivi11 1~
being noted by radiophone listeners, especially in set. But with the advance in knowledge of the
the New York area. Evening aft er evening the art and the tremendous amount of r esearch done
i;park stations break into the excellent musical r ecently by engineers an d ma nufac turers, this
pMgrammes of the broa dcasters and mess things trouble has been practically elimin~ted.
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Inter fer ence i;; a :wthcr term for ·· uyrng
sounds," and int erference has been practically
controlled by the development of bet t er par t s
for radio sets.
For instance the public is just beginning to
r ealize that the variable condenser, which was
considered a very satisfactory article a year ago,
would not be satisfactory to-day.
Ma nufacturers have developed what is called
a low loss condenser, that is, one in which the
-dielectric resistance is very low. It is absolutely
necessary to have such a condenser when u sing
radio frequency amplification, or with the latest
development of the art, reflex circuits.
" Reflex" means using the amplifying tube
twice first using the vacuum tube to amplify
at r~dio frequencies, and then at audible frequencies.
This type of set, which is. very simJ?le to c~n
struct as · it uses no complicated tumng equipment,' ,will bring in stations 1,000 1'.liles away
using a loop as an antenna o ~· usmg a few
turns of wire around the moldmg of a room
(the so-called inside antenna).

211

l MPTIO VEME NT IN COMME RCIAL
RECEIVERS

A year ago 90 per cent. of the radio trade
consisted in the sa le of parts.1 Everyone was
attempting to a ssemble a set. Dr. Lee De For~st
said at the time that radio would make a nation
of mechanical engineers of the American people.
Some of the finished sets were works of art.
Some of them would also function as they were
expected to. But not all.
Ordinarily, even partial failure would have
discoura.ged the young Edison s and caused them
to invest their remaining funds in manufactured
sets known to operate properly. But the mind
of the amateur mechanic would not run in the
groove. Balked by one set of parts, he immediately assembled a new set and started a second
layout. Nothing could have been thought of
better suited to boom the sale of accessories.
That strange mechanical trait still remains
after three years of extensive failures, but the
percentage of those who build their own has
decreased slightly. It is now estimated that 75
per cent. construct their own receivers from
parts.
Of the millions of sets made at home from
SHORT WA VE RADIO MAY HA VE BIG
parts good and bad, only one in twenty-five work
FUTURE
Just what is the plan of _short-waved relaying? as it should, a ccord ing to the estimate of one
Many of them operate after a fashion ,
Briefly, it is the broadcastmg of pro~ra m s on a , authority.
the owner, in the enthusiasm which follows
wave-length below 100 meters, to be picked up at and
t he completion of his master piece, is apt to beone or mor e distant stations and relay~d. on a lieve
that any sound is a satisfactory ~ound. H e
higher wave le:;1gt~ to serve t.he r eceivmg-_set glorrifies the accomplishment. As the
set is
owners in the districts ur roundmg the relaymg used more and m:>ro and other set s are described
sta tions.
.
a nd demonstrated, the build er realizes that his
The Westinghouse Company has been carrymg wor
kmanship is lacking in details. Perhaps he
on experiments with this method of broa dcasting fi nds it necessary to use three tubes to bring- in
for the past year a nd has in that time been able, a certain station while the small boy across the
to gat her a g rea t deal of . useful data fro m t hese street is r eaching t he sa me stat ion with a single
experiment s. F rank Conra d, assistant chi_ef en- t ube. A cer tain number of t hese amateur congineer of t he company, ~nd we_ll k nown 1:;1 the struct ionist s decide that one a t tempt and partial
radio world because of his station, . SXK, 1s ?e- failu re is sufficient, and thereafter invest their
lieved to be the man who first experimen ted wit h funds in a commercial set t ha t is sure t o work.
broadcasting on these v~ry short wave le::1gths.
Commercial receivers designed and built by e;;Before Mr. Conrad got mto the ~vork rad10 en- tablished companies not only operate
gineers had proved by mathe~1at1cs t!'iat trans- ily to-da y, but to-morrow ·and the satisfactor
week after
mission on short waves. was 1mp!·act1ca_ble, but that. They are reliable. Ho w often the amateur
he had an idea that then· _calcul_ations might not is forced to say to his visiting friends: "That's
be correct, a nd decided t o mve ~ t1gate for_ himself strange. The set worked last night." T his selthe possibilities of broadcastmg e ectn'. ely on dom ha ppens when the receiver is a standard
wave lengths of 100 meters or lower. F ust, he product. By laboratory refinements that are inbuilt a set to transmit on 100 meters ~nd found visible t o the casual observer, the engineers have
by t ests with an amateur operator m Boston succeeded in r emoving those small but mi,ght y
tha t the 100-mete r wave-length was more se- troublesome jinxes.
lective am! more efficient than even 3?0 meters.
As time goes on and the desire for perfect
Mr . Conrad next arranged f?r a private tel~ reception
rathe r than stunt reception becomes
phone connection between Station KDKA and 1~1 s more general, the radio public
gradually
home about fo ur miles distant, a nd by a special lean toward the fini shed set justwill
as they now
circuit ananged to receive programs from the select fini shed talking machines and kitchen
studio circuit OYer his telephone line. He then cabinets.
connected this telephone line to his 100-met er
Because of the small boy's natural instinct for
transmitting set and sent out KDKA's programs
simultaneously with t he broa dcasting on 360 cc.nstruction and the same instinct in the grown
man, the sale of parts will always be corisidermeters. ·
able, but even then it is probable that the fami ly
In Boston ::J.nd other places it was reported that will have a commercial product for its own use
this tran sm ission was s tronger than the signals while father and the boys clutter t he a ttic with
received directly fro m KDKA on :lllO meter.s ! T his an assortment of parts to .connect in varied combiwas true, even though his stat ion was much less nations. The complete set is essent ial to the full
powerful than t he one at E as t Pitt sburg.-Radio enjoyment of broadcasts, whether from local
Broadc<ist.
broadcasters or distan t stations.
'
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
LOSES $535 IN SKIRT BANK
Ma1·y Darmody, aged crippled domestic, of No.
98 Hobson avenue, Laurel Hill, Queen s, lost almost all her life savings the other day. She had
$535 tied in a handkerchief, which was pinned to
an underskirt. The precious package was missed
when she reached the house of her employer,
Charles M. Leahy, No. 453 Lockwood street.
Mrs. Dermody planned to use the money, saved
for twenty years, to open a candy store or restaurant with her sister, Mrs. J. Moore.

covery coni.e..:leJ with the long-range German
guns, the 'Berihas.' In accordance with the data
worked out at the Krupp establishment these guns
should have fired a distance of forty kilometers
and the firing was carried out on this idea without
the supervising authorities being able to find
where the projectiles were landing. A farmer
living eight kilometers beyond the targets made
complaint to the t1uthorities that shells were falling on his place. The formulas were gone over
again and it was found that the range under the
conditions given, with the powder used, character
of the gun, etc., shoul d be only forty kilometers.
At that time diminution of friction at a height
above ten kilometers was not known, and this
proved to be the key to the great range of one
hundred and twenty kilometers subsequently attained with a maximum coordinate of fifty kilometers."

LAUGHS
Drunk-I shay, old man, lesh go out and have
a party. Temperate One-I'm sorry, but I have
'.1 case of dyspepsia. Drunk-S'all right. Bring
1t along, I'll drink anything.
Husband (going through housekeepinoo
ac0
counts)-~ut what is the earth1y use of ru nning
accoul?ts with four g~·ocers? Wife-Well, you see,
dear, 1t makes the bills so rriuch smaller !
T_a lka tive Barber (after wearying a man in the
chair for half an hour)-And what would you like
on your head, sir? Customer-My hat just as
soon as you can manage it I
'

- SAVED $25,000 FROM BANDITS
Quick thinking by the driver of a Ford Motor
Company pay-car in Detroit, Mich., saved a bag
containing $25,000 when four armed bandits tried . Mother-Why did ye cane my child for nothto hold him up. As the bandits intercepted the mg? Teacher-I caned him because he wouldn't
car the driver leaped from the machine and placed tell me where the River Thames was. He only
the bag on a passing locomotive of the Detroit, stood and looked at me. Mother-He would be
Toledo & Ironton Railroad, Ford's own railroad. dumfounded at yer ignorance, most likely.
The pay-car was on the way from the River •
Rouge plant to a construction camp at Flat Rock
L wag who thought to have a joke at the exwhen the bandits intercepted it. They disappeared after the bag was tossed onto the loco- pense of a provision dealer said: "Can you supply me with a yard of pork?" "John" said the
motive.
dealer to his a sistant, "give t his gentl~man three
pigs' feet.''
THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT LOCKSMITHS
"Are tI:ie sheets damp?" said the fussy old man
The postal law s and regulations forbid post- at the hott!l. "~?•" said the housemaid, who
masters or other postal employees to repair locks wanted to be obhgmg, "but we can sprinkle 'em
themselves, and a s a result 18,000 were sent dur- for you if you like.
ing the year to the mail equipment shops in Washington to be repaired. The average co.st of re"This nature note says a giraffe has a tongue
pairing each lock amounted to about six and a 13 inches long," remarked Mrs. Grouch. "Yes"
half dollars. Figures just compiled show that replied her husbad, "but the giraffe has so mucli
the P ost-office Department manufactu1·ed 350,152 more sense than a woman, for even with as big a
locks during 1921 at a cost of $79,000. In 1922 ton gue as that it never uses it to make a sound."
the number of locks turned out for the use of the
postal system was 136,938.
A negro called at the hospital and said, "I
called to see how mah fren Joe Brown was gettin•
'l'HE "BIG BE.RTHA" MYSTERY
along.'' The nurse said,: "Why, he's getting along
From General Allen's Rhineland j ournal: fine; he's convalescing now." "Well," said the
"Commandant Jacobson of the Board of Control darky, "I'll just sit down and wait till he'a
at E ssen related the story of the unexpected dis- throu.11:h."
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
LEAVES FUND FOR HER CATS
Under the w ill of Mme. Ottili e Borr is, North
Anover's accomplished resident, who during the
later years of her life lived in an abandoned
schoolhouse $100 is left in t r ust to Sarah Emily
Abbott, to provide food and shelter for her four
P ersian cats.
Mme. Borris, whose husba nd, Albert Borris
was a noted German painter who 'won great fam~
in th is country, was a lover of cats and took
g reat delig ht in them. She formerly lived in
splendor in West Roxbu r y, in a beautiful mansion t hat wa s styled t he "Artists P a radise."
Her cats wer e often exhibited and took many
prizes.
THE RED RIVER
The Red River r ises in the lake region of Minnesota, not f ar from the sources of the Mississippi, flowing in a northerly direction, while the latter flo ws southerly. It has a length of about 700
miles, and forms a boundary between North Dakota and Minnesot a. Entering the Province of
~anitoba it. c~ntinues northward and empties
mto Lake Wmmpeg. The valley of the Red River
is one of the greatest wheat growing regions in
the world, because of the f ertile soil which was
deposited long ago by the ice sheets of the glacial
per iod and by a large pr ehistoric lake known as
Lake Agass iz. In many places along the course
th is river , a s well as its tributaries, h as cut channels from 20 to 50 feet deep through the r ich
clayey soil. Waterpower has been developed to ~
considerable extent on its tributa ries. From
Breckenridge, Minn., to the. international bounda ry line, a cl istance of a lit t le over 395 miles, the
channel of the Red R iver has been improved by
the United States Government and the water
somrtimes r ises h igh enough to allow small steame r s to go up the sout hwest branch as far as Lake
T raverse a nd from there to go down the Minnesota River to the Mississippi.
THE WATER-OUSEL
Though the ai r is the native element of birds
t he re ai·e sever al species that seem to prefe1'.
water, a nd regard t hat as their safest retreat in
time of dangll r. The wat er-ousel, or "dipper"
which, Dr. Cooper says, "combines the form of 'a
sandpiper, the song of a canary and the aquatic
habits of a duck," is one. The ousel is a species
peculiar t o the moun tainous regions of the western half of ou r cont inent, where it dwells along
str eams and on the margins of our mountain
lakes. In ,,·inte r , when the wa ter s ar e frozen over,
it w i l~ seek \\ar mer r egions, unless it can be sure
of fin ding holes in (he ice, whereupon it will not
hesitate to remainft t home. He r e it will remain
dur ing the col d ,efeathe;·, diving through the hole
i n t he ice ~ n d catching small fish.
·
So fond of t he water is the ousel that it will
build it s nest a s close to it a s possible, and mountaineers have reported several cases w hexein pail's

of the birds built their nests behind water-falls,
and there raised their young. The young take
to the wa ter early, and cases have beeen known
of fledgli ngs unable -to fly 'which, when alar med,
have rushed for the nearest stream and with the
utmost ease and confidence run along the bottom
of the stream for some distance before coming
up for air.
Although the ousel uses its feet to a great ex·terit while swimming, its chief motive power is its
wings, which move exactly as in the process of
flying. The wings are well adapted to swimming,
being almost a s broad as long, and of great power.
The tail is very short and the body is covered
with a thick down, which acts as a shi eld against
the water.

IN
ELECTRICAL
MACHINE
NATION
The Brooklyn Edison Company put into operation recently the biggest piece of electrical
machinery in the world when it set in motion the
new 35,000-kilowatt frequency changer plant at
Hudson avenue and the East River. This huge
unit i s 47 feet long by 21 feet wide at the base,
stands 15 f eet high and weighs 450 tons.
One of its unique features is that it is controlled from another station at Gold street, two
blocks away and around two corners. The man
who stops and starts it never sees it move. By
the turning of an electric switch he starts the
frequency changer going at 300 revolutions a
minute and the needle on a dial tells him that
everything is working smoothly.
In this feature it stands alone in the world.
For it is not only the largest piece of electrical
machinery in the world, but the largest remote
contr olled unit in existence.
The machine is so huge that when the Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur ing Company
built it, it could not be assembled in their main
plant for trial before shipment. Part of it was
made in their East Pit tsburg p1ant and part in
al?-other city.. It wa s shipped to Brooklyn in parts
without testmg and a ssembled for the first time
in its permanent home.
Despite its great weight the machine i s so
delicately balanced that it is possible for two men
to turr{ over the generator by hand.
The putti~g. i~to ope~ation of this ~achine represents the imtial service of the new equipment
and construction on which the Brooklyn Edison
Company has spent $23,000,000 this year.
This machine cost $387,000, plus the charge
for installation.
The purpose of the frequency changer is to
take the 6,600-volt current from the 25-cycle system and transform it to 13,200 volts on t he 60c~cle system. I~ can al so be used in the opposite
d1 rection, changing from 60 cycle to 25 cycle. In
other words, the frequency changer's function is
to equalize t~e load between the two parts of the
, Brooklyn Edison Company's distributing system.
BIGGEST
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No. IO. HOW TO BOX. -The art of self-defense made
<>nsy. Containin g over thirty Illustrations of guards,
blows, a nd the dll'l'e rent positions of a good boxer.
Evel'y boy s hould o b tain one of these usefu~ and Instructive books, ns It will teach yon how to box wlthont
nn ln s t•uctor.
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Joseph ..Anderson
AM just the average 'man-twenty-eight years
old, with a wife and a three-year-old youngster.
I left school w hen I was fourte en. My parents
didn't want me to do it, but I thought I knew more
th an they did.
I can see m! father now, standing before me,
ple ad ing, thr ea tening, coaxing me to keep on with
my schooling. With tears in bis eyes he told me
how he had been a failure all his life beca use of
lack of education-that the untrained man is alw ays
forced to work for a small salary-that he had
hoped, yes, and prayed, that I would be a more
tuccessful man than he was.
But no I My mind was made up. I had been
offered a job at nine dollars a week and I w as going
to take it.
That nine dollars looked awfully big to me. I
didn' t realize then, nor for years afterward, that I
w as being paid only for the work of my hands. My
brain didn't count.

I

T

HEN one day, glancing through a magazine, I
came across the story of a man just like myself.
He, too, had left school when he was fo urteen years
of age, and had worked for years at a small sala ry.
But he was ambitious. He decided that he would
get out of the rut by training himself to become
expert in some line of work.
So he got in touch with the International Corre·
ap ondence Schools at Scranton and started to study
in his spare time at home. It was the turn in the
road for h.im-the beginning of his success.
Most stories like that tell of the presidents of
ireat institutions who are earning $25,000 and
~5 0,000 a year. Those storie$ frighten me. I don't
think I could eve r earn that much. But this story
told of a man who, tjlrough spare time study, lifted
himse lf from $25 to $75 a week. It made an impression on me because it t alked in ter ms I could
understand. It seemed r easonable to suppose that /.'
I could do as well.
I tell you it didn't take me long that time to mark
and send in that farpiliar coupon. Information
regarding the Course I had marked came back by
re turn mail. I found it wasn't too late to make up
the education I had denied my~elf as a boy.
I was surprised to find out how fascinating a
home-study course -could be. The I. C. S. worked
with me every hour I had to spare. I felt myself
growing. I knew the11' was a bigger job waiting
for me somewhere.
Four months after I enrolled my employer came
to me and told me that he always gave preference
• men who 1tudied their jobs-and that my next

salarY' envelope would show how much he thought
of the improvement in my work.
Today, my salary is more than 300% greater than
it was when I began my studies. That increase has
meant a better liome and all the luxuries that make
life worth while.
'What I have done, you can do. For I am just an
average man.
had no more education to begin
with than you have-perhaps not as much. The
only difference is a matter of training.

r
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O every man who is earning less than $75 a
week, I say simply this :-Find out what tlr1
I. C. S. can do fo r you/
It will take only a minute of your time to mark
and mail the coupon. But that one simple act may
change your whole life.
If I hadn't taken that first step four years ago
I wouldn't be writing this message to you today l
No, and I wouldn't be earning anywhere near $75
a week, either!
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4495.e, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obUratlon. vlease tell me how I can quallt~ for
the position or in th e subject before which I have marked an X :
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

Buslne11 .M&naeement

§Salesma.nshlp

Peraonnel OrgantzatiOD
Trame Management
Business Law

Better Letters
BShow Card Letterlni:
Stenography a.nd Typt~

lndu1trial Management

Advertising

Banking and B a nklng L&W
Accountancy ( lncludlng C.P .A.)
Cost Acco unting
Bookkeeping
Private Secretary

1

SDanlsh
D French ·
TECHNICAL ANO
OEiect rlcal Engineering
OEiectr ic Ll ghting
Mechanical Engin ee r
~ Mecha.nlcal Drartsman
0Machtno Shop Practice
ORai lroad Positions
Gas Engi ne Operating
Civil En cineer
Survey ln g and Mapplnc
Metallurgy
D Steam Enilneorlni

B
B

D Radio

QBuslness English
D Civil Service
BRallwa.y Mall Clerk
Common School S ubJect11
OHigh School S ubjects

ODlustratlni:

D Cartoonlni:

INDUSTRIAL COURSES
OArcbltect

§Blue Prlnt Rea.dln g
Cont ra.ctor and RuUder
Architectural Drattamao
Concrete Bullder
O Structural En gineer
O Chemistry D Pharma.er
~Automobile Work
Alrvlane Engines
Navigation
Agriculture and Poultry

Mathematica
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•·3-"3

Addreea ... ........................................... .................................... ............ _
CIQ" ... ............ ..................... ......... ..... St&te .... ...... .................................

Occupation .... ....... ................ .. ... .... .. .................. ......... .. ..................... ... .
PM• ~ re1i4itaq in Canada 1ht'>fdd 1c1td t Ai1 tt0upon i o lhe 1ni:MMNnal Oorr61pr>n4tmo. Bahooi. Canadian, Lim-UH, Montr.al. OonactG.

LITTLE A DS
Write to Riker I!/ Ki11g, Advertisi11g Offices, 1133 Broadway, N ew York City, or
29 E ast ModisoH Street, Chicago, for partiotlan abotlt adverti.<ing in thi.• ma.fto1'i1fe.

AGENTS WANTED
A~rn[t-2~~.J:l'n~r~~ "'(',?.~~~:i.~ u ;u~~~! L Ec:~,.;

rlabt tn poCket. Wrlto at once ror free sample. Albt rt Mtlls , Manager.. 99·~5 American Bulldlnlt'. Cincin-

nati , OhJo.
SELL TAILORING du rlnc spare tJme.
Big commJss ions p aid datty 1e1Hne our $50 vlrl;:in wool tailored
to measure sui ts and overcoats, $31.50 direct to wearer.
B eaut iful aam olea free. Monarch Tailorln& Co., 100 Fifth
Ate . . Dept. F-97, New York.

HELP WANTED
BE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity for men and women
for H cret 1nflatt1atlon in your district. Wr lte C. T.
Ludwlc. 521 Weatonr Btdr . • K ansa~ Clt.1, Mo.
DETECTIV ES NEEDED EVERYWH ER E. Work home
or t.ruel u:perlence unnecessa ry. Write Georce \Varner, former Goft. Detective, 1968 Ilroedwa.y, N . Y.,
Dept. R.
EARN $20 wee.k.Jy flpare time , at home, addreaalnc.
malllni music. clrcu lan. Send 10c fo r mualc, 1nformatlon.
American Music . Co., 1658 Broadway, Dept.
03. N. Y .

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, e to., nre wanted for publl ·
oatton. Su bmit MSS. or write Literary Bureau , 615
H anni bal , Mo.

PERSONAL
ATTRACTIVE YOU NG LADY . worth $83,000, wlll m ar ry
( 1--;-D). Box 1022. Wichita, Kan sas.
B EAU TI FU L BLON DE WID OW. worth $60.000, would
mun·. M.. Bor 3:i. Le.ariue. Toledo. Ohio.
C ORP.~ F PON DE NC E CL U B-M a.ny wealthy.
Particul ar~ FRf'~E.
~mith. Rox 1167K. Denrer, Colo.
D O YO U WANT NEW FRIENDS ? Write Betty Lee,
cl~t1e~i' 42S4 Bruadway, New York City. 'Stamp appr~G ENT L E MA N, 46, worth $40,000 . anxioua to marr7.
P .. Box SS. Lea~ue. To ledo. ObJo.
HUNDRED S seeklnr marriage. It si ncere enclose atamv.
Mrs. F . \Villard . 29 28 Uroa.d way, Chicago, tlltnoh.
IF LON £SOME e:ichange Jolly letters wi th beautiful
Jadles and wealthy a:entiemen. Ef& Moore. Box 908,
.Tackaonvllle, Fl&. (Stamp),
JN OEPENOENTLY wealthy widOYto'er, 55, will mury
aoon . E .. Box 5!i, J...eague. Toledo, Ohio.
IND IVID UAL sweethearts' club. It's dltrerent. Send
stamp and i.ee. Violet Il ay, Dennison. Oh io.
INDEPENDE NTLY W EA LT HY WIDOW E R, 55. wishes
to marry. F... Bor 35, J.eague, Toledo, Ohio.
LOOK WH OS E H E RE! Princess OKIE world famous
horoscopes. Get your's t oday. Don't delay. Send full
"tlr thdat.e and lOc, K . Okie, Box 280. Mds. Sq, Sta.,
~ew York. N. Y.

PERSONAL-Continued
MANY VERY WEALTHY peopl• want to marry. " B•
con•lnced. •• \Vrlte Club, B-1022. Wfchit.a., Kansas.
MARRY M E-WeaJthy, but oh, so lonesome. Girlie
Box 55. Oxford, Fla.
MARRIAGE PAPER-20th year. Ulg l11sue wlth <iescrip
lions, photos, names and addresses. 25 cents.
No
other ree. Ser.t sealed. Box 2265 R, Hor.ton, Mn.ss.

MA RRY - Free photoKraphs. directory and descrlpUon
ot wealthy members. Pay when married. New Pla.n
Co., Dept. 56, Kansas City, Mo.
MA RRY ME-weallhy, but oh, so lonesome. Glrlle.
nox 55 . Oxrord, Fla.
MA R RY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with photos and
dttcriptions tree. P ay when married. The Excharu:-e
Dept. 545 . hausas City, M o.
MARRY
HEALTH,
W EALTH - Thousands·
worth
$5,000 to $100.000: desire marrlaae. Photos: llf>scrlp
lions free.
SUNFLOW ER CLUB, B-300, Cimarron
Knnsaa.
MARRY GIRLIE ~Wca lth $50,000, but lonesome, oh
lrtne, Box 55, Oxford, Fla.
MARRY-Write ror b ig now directory with ph.otos ancl
descrtotlons F ree. National Agency, Dept. A, Kansa
Clt1. Mo.
PR ETTY GIRL wants a sweetheart. Write, enclO'Sln&
envelope. Doris Dawn , South Ett('lld. Olllo.
P R ET T Y GIRLIE , wealthy, but oh, BO lonesome. C.
Hox 55. Oxford . l'"la.
R EA L ESTATE DEA L E R. worth $40,000, will marry
P .. Box 866. T.envne. P t>n t>e r . rolo.
SI XTH AND SEV E NTH BOO KS OF MO S ES. EapUan
aecrets. Black art, other rkre books. Cata.ln1 fre e
Star Book Co., J2R 23. 122 Feclernl St .. Camden, N. J.
WHOM SHOULD YOU MARRY? We' ll tell you. Sen-I
30c and birth date to Character Studies, 1515 Ma
.-onlo Temple, ~ew York City,

WL~I.~1 ~. ~0 /}r~~ ~~ri'."~!f:. widow worth $80,000
WESTERN WIDOW ranch owner, 28, would marryT. Box 35, League, Toledo, Ohio.
WI DOW . 45, ·worth $1.00.000, deslros early marrlag~
I... B ox 866. Leaaue, Denver, Ce>lo.
WINTER IN FLORIDA , write channtu" widow worth
~80.000.
Box 39, Oxford , Fla.
W I DOW , 43, worth $100,000, desires early muriaa:eL . . Box 866. Leaaut , Df!nver, Co lo.
tJ 1oow , 28, large ranch owner, will marry. T., Bax
~66. League, Denver, Colo.
W I NTER IN FLOR I DA . wrfte chumlna wldow worth
$80.000. Box 89. Oxford, F11 .
YO UN G AND PRETTY GI R L, very wealthY, will marry.
Club, B 1022, Wichita, KansRR.

SONGWRITERS

LONES OME? Make friends among our vast member·
.sh!p. Confldentfal, Mrs. Franz, 949 Montana Street,

rhir1:il!:o

LON ES OME?
MA KE N EW F RIE NDS. WrlLe Dolly
Ora.y Club, A., Box 186, Denver, Colorado. Stamp
appreciated.
LON E LY HEART S, Join our Club, be happy, corre spondence everywhere. man1 descr lptton1. photos free;
either sex, moat successful method, 28 1eara• experi·

ence.

St&Ddard Cor, Club, Gr1181al<e, IU.

WR ITE THE WORD S FOR A S ON G-We compose music.
Submit your poems to us at once. New York Melody
Corpor1tton. 41)5 F. R oman Rlrl:;: .. Ne\v Yorlc
PO EMS WANT ED-Sell your son~-vn~e8 for ca~h. Rub~
mi t Msis. at once or write New Era. Music Co., 140
_st. Louis. Mo.

TOBACCO HABIT

TO BACCO or Snuff Habit curod or no pay,
$1.00 I
Btt~~l~~~e. te~edy sent on trtai.
Superb& Co., PC. ,

MISCEL LANEOUS
DI A BET ES CAN BE C U RE D. My Treatise, Psycho&nalysl• & Hnlene. $1.00. Prof. J, W. Col11n1, 13

NasS&U St. , Dopl.

na.

N. 'r.

o.

PIMPLPSTGO-fT-lfE-Patv:ihon
Your Skin Can Be Quick!)' Cleared ol

Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on
t he face or body, Barbers Itch, E czema,
Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin.

JFREE

~A:i~L~.!'!T~~i.. ~~~·Ef..1N.?0 ~~!Ti

eared myself after befnQ' af'Btcted"16 yean.
$1000 Cash aaye I c• n clearyour •klnoftheabove bl• m lshee.

IE.S. GIVENS, 185 Chemical Bidg., C<ensas C ity, Mo.

I hav.e an honest, 'proven remedy for
so ltre (big nec1r). lt checks the
growth at once, r educes tbe enlarge.
ment, stops pain and distress and re!!eves In a little while. Pay when well.
Tellyourrrlendsahoutthls. Write
meatonce. DR. RO C K.
Dept. 96 Box 737, Milwaukee, Wls. 1.:.i.;..J."'-;:;;;......

~~res :!~dif ~~!~ Earn Xmas Money

AMJJ:lUCAN CHRISTY.A S SUJALS. Sell f or
lOc u iiet. 'When •old, aend ua $S.OO and kee p
52 .00.
B. li'••b• er, 981 II:. 11• .... a r o•klJ'a. N. I'.

RAT GETS
CHICKENS
F rank W. Raysor, a merchant,
in St.. Matthews,
S. C., has a problem for a rodent
expert to work
out. " I f a rat
can kill, eat and
annihilate
completely seventyfive c h i c k e n s
within about two
hours, how big is
the rat and how
many
chickens
would he eat in
an eight-hour day
with no interference ?"
T he other day
Raysor had shipped to him from
Sumter 100 little
chicks. They were
housed in a heavy
pasteboard
container, subdivided
into four comfortabIe
compartments, with twenty-five chicks to
each compartment. While
awaiting the afternoon ti-ain for
St. Matthews a
rat destroyed seventy-five of the
chicks.
The
entrance
was a neat piece
• of work and the
inner entrances
from one cell to
the other were
equally a s neat.
The rat eliminated the usual chaff
from his gnawings and seemed
to tear the pasteboard
in
big
shreds, leaving a
well formed and
a I m o s t perfect
circle. He does
business in the
modern
way,
prompted no
doubt
by
the
t h o u g h t that
since he was depriving Mr. Raysor
of
threefourths of his fine
chicks he wotfld
spa1·e him the
trouble of sweeping out the tra~

~

$1 ,00 0 REWARD
-

AYS FULL OF EXCITEMENT. Giving "expert" testimony in a famous court trial. A conference with the "Chief" on a knotty problem; a conviction that brings a rich reward; these are
everyday incidents in the life of that specialist of detectives-Th e Finger Print Expert.
Demand for men trained in this work grows greater every day. Men like YOU are needed. A short course of
training taken evenings at home in your spare time will bring you this diploma-the same as those hanging
In the offices of the most successful Finger Print Chiefs in the country. You will be a graduate of the most
famous school of its kind in the whole world. No special advance training is required. Not even a high school
course. Here is a profession which gives a chance to men who qnnot afford a long costly education.
r ........................-.................................,...........................m ... ..
Send the coupon below for full information, intere UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCE Chlcaro. Ill.
woven with pictures and stories of famous crimes
Dept., 10.99 1920 Sunnyside Avenue,
eolved by finger print evidence. Here is your great ~:
1
~;~~1::ir:'illo~~~~ WE~b~~ ':,"0 wJl~~;.•rpJ~g,'1 a'::~ ~~~~
opportunity. Seize it NOW.
tb•

D

Profeuiona l Finaer Print Outfit-just like
that used by the Finger Print Detective,
free to all who enroll now. Also a free
course in Secret Service Intelligence. Don't put it off and
risk missing thir special offer. Send the coupnn TODAY.

FREE

¥. offer of • FREE course in Secret Service lntelliicenco and
Free Profesoioo&l Fioirer Print Outfit.

:
;; Na-... .... ... . ... .. ....... .. ... .. . .. ............. . ~· .... ,. , ••••••••

§

ltz~~!~n~!.:!lfve~!.~J!~:!~:!~C~~::.4!,UL I. :.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~>·~::: ~::.:::::

COW CLIMBS
STAIRS

HOW TO MAKE LOVE

(NEW BOOK) Tells b ow to Get
Acquainted:lfow to Be11in Courtship
H ow to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a
Widow; to win an Heiresa; how to catcb.
a R ieb Bachelor; bow to manage yout
beau Ill make him r•opose;how tomaka
your fellow or itlr love you: wba& to de>
before and after the wedding.[ - Tells
other tbln11 nece ..ary for
ers to
know, S ampJ-"'IOE_Y b" mall 10 ""Dta.

x.o..

.BOJ&L JWOlt CO.,

Bo~

808

llO• l'Jorwtlk0 ~-

Get BUSH Agency
No Capital Requlr•d

:::~e~:o~:J:: ~~:-ivJ~ur~'!~

Ot!er .

BUSH llOTOll. CO., Dept. N-9

$ - - - OL D

M O NEY

Don 't dela7

write now.

Bosh Temple, Chlcago.

WAN'l' E D - - - $

$2 to ~500 EJACH pa id fo r hundreds ot old
coi11 s . K eep AL L O ld or odd money, it m a y
be VERY val u able. Se u tl 10 c t s . !or ILLUS·
TRATED COIN VALUE BOOK, 4x6. Get
Post ed. We p ay CASH.
OLARKE COIN CO., A ve. 13, L eRoy, N . Y.

PIMPLES
CA N BE CU R E D . If y o u suffe r fr om pimples, acne, blackhead s, brown spot e or e r up ...
tlons I want to oend y ou m y simple h ome
treatment under plain w r a pper. It g a ve m e a
sott, velvet y , smooth and radian t complexi on,
and curecl tllo u sa.nda of m en and women.
afte r e verything else f ailed.
Si mply s end
name for gen erou s 10 d ay f ree t r i al offer o f
m y s ec ret home t reatmen t.
W . H . W A RREN,
522 Gray Bidir., Kansas City , Jllo.
Sendnf/8t~ndaddress.

aL~~~om ~le0~~~ fi:}

ABSOLUTELY FREE

Write tod., fo~ Free Radio Plan.
Rll:LIABLlt 5ALl!S CORP,

, 4M lkoadwa~. N .l".Clty , Depl6()()

~·llilili..'

Car to ons, Comm ercial, Newspaper
:r ud Magazine Ill ustr ating, P astel Cra y ou
l'o r tralts an d l!'ashions. By Mn~! or Local
'"lasses. Easy meth od . W rite f or t erm11 an•
Lis t ot successfu l s t u den ts.

I! )our Zo<llac
What '9
Sign?
What
dl>es it
mean to your futur e?-

1 ·om!cs,

A S !IOCIATED ART • TUDI OS /
A-82 F latiron Buildln•, Ne\Y Yor k

.
'j.

h app!nese i n mnrriage ?-

•

FREE

f rie n ds ,

enemies,

success 1n all under•

takings 7- and other

Important questions? .
We tell you FREE.
'
Your :future is governed by Astrology,
the science th a t has toret olcl events

j"J~~ aI:_~:t 6~~~~~lln~br~;f.ura ~/besl':J.';,':

pendabfuty of Its truths has been lnveetlga ted.
Let u s give your Astrological ~.>terpreta
Uon. To covor packlug, encf...lBe TEN

~~8er~tt.ag;~thd0:iec:iJ 1~~1iv~1 ~~i-s agy
r eturn wall.

Lear n t he t ruth.

A big surTO

f:1.5tLOs~t~6t1ifBI~~~Tl.ORGET

ZODIAC RESEARCH SOCIETY
41 5 ~5 8

St.

Su ite 398

Broo kJ:,m, N. Y.

A cow which
had
a ppe.rently
been walking in
her sleep lumbered into the hallway of 472 Humb ol d t s t r e e t ,
Brooklyn, N . Y.,
sho1tly before 1
o'clock the ot her
mo rnin g and
climbed the stairs
to
the
second
floor.
"People
who
stay out late and
then
make
a
racket like this
make me sick,
mu ttered H enry
Ma l'in o, drow sily,
in bed on the second floor. "This
prohibition is a
te r rible
thing."
H e dozed off.
T here was a
heavy kn o ck
against the door.
l\far ino blinked.
Indignantly,
he
pulled h is blankets about him and
closed · his eyes.
Another
ba ng.
Marina arose.
"Wait a minute," he muttered
peevishly. "I'll be _
there, but you
gotta wait unt il I
get
good
and
ready."
He opened the
door and gazed
into the darkness.
A bulky form
loomed there.
"Moo?" a sked
t he shadowy figu re, the word
translated, mean:
ing, "wan t any
milk t o-day?"
"Wow !" yelled
Marino, dashing
fo r ihe window
and yelling for
the police.
A squad from
the Hubert street
st ation got planks
and managed to
slide t he cow out
of the buildin1'.

